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A SEA TfN~ CA N BE A BLrSS1NG

'~

I Cor. 1:1
Acts 18,:12-17
I. I want to tell you two storjes. I think there is a
connection. I know the stories are true - the
connection may not be - souti'c:\s like Dragnet.
A. One story is Acts 18.
B. The other is the mention of I Cor. 1.
'II. The Story of Acts 18.
A. The Apostle Paul has just received a promise.
Acts 18:9-10 IIBe not afraid ••• I am with thee
B. Immediately this Promise is challenged.
(Acts 18: 12-17).
1. Gallio.
a.} Seneca1s older bro. - both dear friends of Nero!
b. )Seneca said Gallio had no faults, everybody
loved him.
,
c.) Called Dulais (sweet) Gallio from his statementj
about his bro. "No mortal was so sweet. II
d.) We don1t know when he served - Jack Lewis j!
says AD 49-50. Be great if we di d because the
we could pin an exact date in life of Paul.
e.) Born Marcus Annaeus Novatus; adopted by
Lucius Junius Gallio & took his name'.
.
f.) Lots of personal charm.
I
g.) Went on a cruise f-orhis health1s sake,;
I
h .) New governor so put hi m under pressure qui ck
& se,e how he does.
' ,
i .) Bro. (older) of Seneca & with their closeness to
Nero his decision will carry a lot of weight.
2. Jews made insurrection.
'
a.) United against Paul.
I

i

I

6.
a. )
b.) Who were G
(1 )

Jf.q

0) Common nam.e.

,.

!

(2) Crispus successor?
d.) Why whip 50S.
(1) Just wanted Blood.
(2) Crispus became Chr. :... may~ehis sympathies
there.
(3) GK. mad a.t Jew.s 5.0 it's a chance to get at the~
(4) Sos.-di.dn't push har.d enuf so· take it out on himj
7. Gallio cared for none of these things,
.
a.) This has many views.
1 .) Secularism indifferent to relig.ion.
2.) G. not lukewarm as accused.
3.) liked the licking as tables turned because
Paul's pel"'Secuws got what they deserved.
.
(4) Re1igieus i:r;uiifference Leads to civil iniustices. I
(5) Some thi ~sJ~~ ought to. w~ ok a t . ·
• 1
Acts 17:3() "And,l;mvhmes of thts Igf)~~f3 God Wtnkl
«a»~a •. only chi; things.
i
. «b» Don't get trappeclby·petty.
j
, (c). G.reot peept.know:woot.tQ see'& whqtinot t1
.~.(d»,t.et:.....
,. , . . . . ctone,- t~y'll straighten out

", . :~i\f8l.
. '
••• St~ of I Cor. 1: 1."
,.
';' . . "
i
• (.r."..·l: 1. "Paul, called. to be an ~tle.of Jesus Chrl
A.Not same ,uy!
. ~'
1

I. (li~efenow

.. which.

r

.

C. Did disorder make him becotne Chr. 1.

~~d...-~1-77

,
\

The psychiatrist Dr. Paul Tournier writes: '1,et us bJ

I
I

the first to discover what modern man is seeking. He is
thirsting for God ••• Everybody today is searching for an I
answer to those problems to which science pays no attention, the problem of their destiny, the mystery of evil,,_ !
the question of death."
\

That's A Good Question!
by Roger T. Forster and V. Paul Marston
Page ••• 9

r She

I

is a hypocrite, you are pious, I am devout.

He is sneaky, you are crafty, I am subtle.
She is hidebound, you are old-fashioned, I
revere tradition.
His son is at bum, yours is a hippy, mine is
trying to find himself.

She is snappy, you are contentio1.1s, I stand up
'€or my;'rights.
i
1, ",

IH& is phildish, you are immature, I am young at
______
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.
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are'~:1:·3Lm.t.i:di,

She is slovenly, you

____

~

I

heartA

_ _ _ _ _ _ . ________________ ".

FREE TO FAIL
There was a time when life was basic and simple. The
issues of life had to do with the matter of existence,
whether or not you had enough to eat, a place for your
family to sleep and stay worm. For most Christians in
the Western world those issues are settled. We have
shelter and food, In their place we have substituted
other issues, more complex in nature: We have become
preoccupied not with the maintenance of life but with
the quality of life. Most of us don't worry about having enough to eat, but whether we will have fresh or
frozen vegetables. We are preoccupied not with shelter
for the night but with the relative size of our homes,
how many bedrooms we have compared with the neighbors
down the street. We are an affluent people caught in
'a treadmill that insists that life must always be getting,

L

II.

see it
one
Grace Gave.

III.

a) Every le.ttill"_.~uLGalatia.n.s.
b) In spite of sins Corinth a true
church of Christ. (]lUIDelQ.W).
c) In spite of sins and dissension,
Paul could still give thanks.
(Rtn,u;:e).

d) Many disorders that need
correction but first commend
far as possible. \B~~ne.§L
e) Concede all you can even if
disapproval needed later.
f) Mollify before rebuking so they
will listen with patience. ~
g) Tell good as well as bad.~~f.

3.
s

behind others.
Failed
no
gifts.
He will specify these gifts.
It embraces every kind of
blessing they obtained by means
of the gospel.
e) A.JL~_~~ in-.!?!Yf{o,IJity~=~we-"~
qmLhaa~~ Son! .
fDll C~S:l:'
3 • ~l!.IiLI!!~ two:
a)~~:

(1) Ability to speak.
(2) Tongues.
(3) Eloquent, discourse, reason.
b ),,--Kn~Fle~.
(1) Understood what they heard.
(2) Pew is usually accurate &
knowledgeable.
~-·~··-··-·~'···"ffl7··~GJi~.....D
these things.

(2
(3)
(4)

s
demonstrated blessings.

(5
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9) Don'

argue a man into
Christianity - try it & see.
(Barclay)
'(1Q) Changed lives show validity
ot::iiiBBsage:---'~-~~~"~"~'~~"~

4. A~t~~ift~,~!~~~~~

a) 3 aorist - tense demonstrating
the historical finality of their

PD.sitioh.~-~----"~"'-""~'~-'~-

(1)

Grace given.

(2)~I.:!£~~::-;;w grasp of
truth & ability to express it.
Abunda~~b~§~9wed
ricn.~-'

- made

(3) ~i'irmed ~ established

durability - make real the
conviction - a Jgghnical GK

i~~rurII~!t~!1ft%":::=y!jITj.gt ,

c,
glad desire.
accepted his return.
I go and prepare a place
Acts 1:
stand ye gazing up
2: 13"Looking
that blessed
2 Pet. 3: 12"Looking for & hasting unto the
Heb. 11: 28" Through faith he kept the passover:
Rev. 22: 20-21
4. Great day.
Thess. 1: 10"When he shall come to be glor."
5. W,aji" noi-il:L~~llape.
6. Revelation ..
a) A~lypsis (used here)
b) P,a,r£u),sia.
~.,=-~--

c) ~Jlaneia
6. ~~!!~!st
~AQka".iQ.2
7 •. 4lx~ ht~~@Q~.rtng,./
Tim. 4: 8"Henceforth there is 1~·tlp"for me"

8.
9.

We_~~_h~.~~~--bllt

~i!:~~~~t
yet
there.

under Him,

1 Thess.

does
d) ~l~fr;QUL~~~CJlS.ati~.
e) lLlll'~Jt~QY1!w.Jt.

3. We can be disappointed but the hall(~
of God still is at work in the lives
of those who disappoint you.
4. 2 spirits = ~r~~'ile &
'g~!l~.
Madison Street Church, Clarksville,

c;e

Title - The Grandeur of God.
Author - C. Samuel Storms.
a e - 125

Gra6~is not treating a person less than,
a
or greater than he deserves.
It is
treating a person without the slightest
reference to desert whatsoever, but solely
according to the infinite goodness and
sovereign purpose of God.

Title - M~th God On Your Side:
Author: Doug Manning.
Page '37 & '38.
'//(:~
The grea t;:est definition of ;Sri:ll.ce)I have
ever dound is in a little b~alled
Being Me or Self, You Bug Me by Grady Nutt.
Grady said grace is like Cinderella the
mornirig a't'ter the ball. She is back in
the basement scrubbing floors, while upstairs her sisters aretwying to gett their
fat feet into.the slipp~r.
Cinderella
wants to run to her prince, but she knows

that he fel.l in love with a myth. He
would not love a char girl. She hears him
begin to leave, and her hea~t breaks. He
stops at the door and asks, "Are there any
other girl here?" The stepmother says,
"There is a char girl in the basement, but-"
"Bring her here I "
Cinderella starts up the stairs, desperately
trying to straight'en her dress, fix he.r
.
hair, and hide her fingernails.
Grady said,
"Grace is God kneeling in front of us with a
glass sl,ipper in His hand--seeing potential
in us -Cha.'t we tio not even see in ourselves."
He sees value in us never seen by anyone,
including ourselves.
-

-----.-.-~-~------

----~

______ "__

_____

.L_~

____

~

____________ . ______________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _

a storyf-:
of the great Emperor Alexander.
In the presence ¢f his body guard he turned one time
and presented to one of his humblest, most menial ser ..
vantsa magnificent golden cup. The poor vassal
tlrew back and said. "Your Majesty, it is too much
for me t? ta~e.tI The Czar hesitated, then thrusting
~he chahce l.nto the hand of his servant replied
it is not too much for me to give!"
'
"I t h oug h t

0

f·

"'.t

THE HOLY SPIRIT IN TODAY'S WORLD
W. A. Criswell
P. 147

are so
answer,
us, but, however,
where our hope, honor and
Peter Martyr

The
And
The
And

things
what I
things
what I

I cannot have I want,
have seems second rate,
I want to do I can't,
have to do I hate.

Don Marquis in "Frustrations"

lone time walked up to a house in Canton, China.
As I knocked on the door, I saw beside me on the porch
a small miniature three-story house with little electric
lights and a servant, all made of light bamboo sticks
overlaid with paper. Beside the house was a boat,
with coolies to row it, all made of light bamboo sticks
overlaid with paper. Beside the boat was a horse.an~.
carriage and a coolie with reins to drive the horse
all made again of light bamboo sticks overlaid with
paper. When the lady came to the door, I inquired i f
her children had been playing with these things. She
said, "No, those are things we are going to send to
the spirits of our departed ancestors." I said, "How
will you send them?" She said, "With certain ceremonies at the tomba?t midnight." Well, I was familiar
with the fact they did those things. I have seen them
carrying large quantities of money to the cemetery to

as
not got
It was marked
Other
could use it
World." I am
the
believed in a future life
the
ts of their ancestors were alive and that
those spirits,
, food, and many other
Book of Sermons
Dr. George S Benson
P. 75-76

TO PAY I

me of

came

,..;ith a tattered life insurance
to have to turn this

she said.

flI canlt

to pay the

any more. 1I
/ The agent looked at the policy.

"-----

in now, after all these years.

"But it's

a shame to turn it

Isn't there someone else who could pay the

premiums for you, perhaps the beneficiar.r?if

0.~~~, I'm the beneficiary, " the woman said.
policy. Be died three years
...--pay:i.ng- the prEmiums."

13.[;0,

and since his

.~

l!:::-~ the woman had continued paying premiums even

the insured, had died.
her

she

her husband,
without

Instead of leaving the

with a very

sum

her

money,

rest
story
many of us

it

ourselves in.

our s

Christ

unrighteous, to

died_~i6·

sins once
f'eter

us

cor:tinUe to work
us.

h'hat good news

Yet ~"e often

entirely upon
is to

paidl

that

",~e~__~~ accept what Jesus has done for us.

It is

our time worshipping and serving him gratefully than
is already secured.

).

to spend
to earn what

(4)i~=====.1;."'''

(5) C onfirmati on & assurance yours.
(6) Not a stumbling block, but a shining light.
(7) You can depend on
to do what He says.
No
ever
more
ts or more gi fts

THURSOAY, DECEMBER I

RejOice
READ ROMANS 5:1-5

lible 1"'*0. "Alltll.c/tlllne,lor,hlllmoment SHmlnol ,to ,be
Joyful, bul ,offOwfu~ ,lIt'lo tito,.who M,. • •II'fliNltI by itl ,.,.
I.rwlld, ,It yleltl, tne p.llulul lruit 01 rl"hteou'nH' (Webre,' ws
12:11,NAt).' ,
"III,

of his
R'. chOIce, theby the
banke.r.s son anEJEC:TED

col~eg~

,
grilyacc9sted his fa~herand sai4" ~
"If ~u rt(ally car;ed'foT me; you'.,
~avtT,pull~djio~e ~iTes t.@ get~"~\...
i~~oj~the college I wanted to at-

tend:'. "
',' . . " ,
"
,,"I' knpw," reptNd~e father

'tildly"
.. T,x."r",·tke.'t;.'l'"fl
".... -'-'..:1 ~iI<'A.
.
' "t1..
111:'.
1M',
1'.le. ,.,JI,t ,_
\ l~~one wires pulleel;CJuJ; WJ~;ldd
IWt¥~done for a start.',?·
,
,~_.l~. ~m

I

I,

""

""l

"

AL.L rell9.10.,8 tEtach that m~nisdoo;rned. b.Qa,u.•eof
the d,o~in.nce 0,t, .V,I,' innis Iif.,.C,all it ,~srm~.f U,'/J 0. r
Sin but know. that it always brings doom ...,:ames
summed it up by saYlng)hat temptatlQ" .I,ead$,to
death. Christianity .IS, u. n:fq,U,~"b, e.oau,'$.',." ,i.t. brl,n g,S,' th. "
law of sin and death under aliothelr law,. ttle law of
grace. TheOhristJ!ln.need not try and save himself
DY his own.rJghte(),u,sryess.He can com, .under the
lawof grace anQ ft.nd ~.'vatlol1lf\Cbrls.t, .
.One.need Qnly try ,to Jive siflle$.Sly~nd thlnkrlgh'
t,o\Js,lX, to und.• rst.nd; th.frust(atiQn o.ftryJNlto
savetiirnse.lt Qt!. tnu~t, Ilkel'lul,_.e his dl/ems
andth"n ,Cry oo;t;"the g~()dt~t twi$h,1 PO not dO;
but I practice tl'1e verY eVilt'Hitl dQ. nOt""Wlstt ....
Wretc;hedrn~nJpat.I.$m! W/Jo. YtlUt.ltm$ff~efrom
ttl,. ppay O.f.' f~l.s.,.de. ~th.'.1". (1.,~1. . ~.~~~;. r:t.eJPl~e. !Q.,ca.·1;1.8.e. I
thaf1.l<sb~ .to Gpo., m$n .1'1"1, .been ,.~l Jre~ t'hrougl:'t
Je$U;S:et1rl$tJ~,;~()rdJ.~7:25).
, , ,':
'
HOO this snd Ilve!" the Isw demand., "
But gives me neither feet norf1ll1f;Js.
A better word HIs grscedoth brfirg.: ...'
!tbJp8.p1e fly, but, gJye~ me WJn.gl'~
Hymn: UThe$attds of Tfme ,Aie $bfkl~"

'You

FIt".,,' thank
'lfJr allowlfig m. to be your tmlltl, allowing m" to
be ffN anti allowlnll me to enjoyleao,. I thank you, my father,
.WIn In times of tlls'rell'. In J.sus name. Am,n.

-DANIEL C. HARDIN, Lubbock, Texas

78

L

I

eitQ~:r:exortor <encourage,
B. Maybe strongly implepe as he comes
to. a very serious matter.
C. Wagner "World was gradually winning
the church--not the church the world."
D"HBrethren
1. Puts self on si'Cl~Pi'Q;:f,PP\<t;fi~l'etlders.
2. Appeals thus to ~;q~j;lt\i~i(~jcti@ns.

IV.

BY

a1i'~~lti,i:y

UaQQ,"'iIiMl!ffi'e

of.
in:

a)

H~31qng

b)
c)

Ra~~i~ng

Jll'dg"em~nt

d)

Now in

Acts 3: 6
Acts 2:38
Acts 5: 4

neaIiD~"divt:sion.

L

2.
3.
Deut. 29: 29
4.
5.

v.

John
4. Obviously Christ wanted no division.

B.
1.

want!

2 'i~Ji@lI~~

a) S~tting of a bone
b) Mending nets
c) Act of adjusting pieces of a
machine with a view to its normal
action.
d) Restore social order.
e) Rep~rs--is in order.

:30

VI.

meet her

Wltat about her character and
standing--respect it?
5. Was word from her::,family or her
slaves?
6. &;p,nugh res ed: of her Paul act@td.
V1:t_~~~
.,,,,i'f~ ;ion .en :ionAmdng You
1.
2.

Q;ua;~&ls

Bit:ti;l.~i'4iis.c~.sions

B . "Parties Form
'1. 4;iacti6rtsort?
2. Oliques.
3. Gathere1'll a1'eund prominent men .
4. No evidence theyeaused :ft.
5. Please know.th~;tt;aehest ofc'<good
thiR~SCa::A: be· corrupted .

men

e)

can you call
yourself by another name?
f) Is it the proper concept?
Christ above all.

1. IlBiil's'@ft)rist
a) All questions were foolish.
b) Obviously He is not divided.
Ai;~y,/f»»

3.

be

a person's
re1i7"e'la1:'ilon.

(~rosheide)

f)
g)
h)

i)

1}~c1"

opportunity--even now
Paut'sBaptismal History
1. Baptize4 "~~1t~~~lt;~~pt:eriSpus and
G\fiiti~":i~})';j;2;0: < ,

"

2. PI:\J11",&sdHladministrator .gave no
one ,.a" . . <;.~:l'tai:n, apvantage"'-preacher,
~J~£e;;r,ol'g,an i. e.

6,

4.

5.
b)
c)

t

In. 4:2
e);:pid Peter?'
Acts 10: 48
6

ual
b) He was to announce
c)

d)
e)

(TC
Concord Road - 11 / 6 / 94

- 1

1

(BC) - 12/

94

- 11/2 94

THIS IS CENTRA L TO LlFf
'Cor. 1:18-25
I. Invision a Ii..ne that's caught a gigantic trophy
from the leG.
A. The 11Jine 1t is an isi'hmw.,s.*
B. The trophy looks like a shrimp but in reatity
it's ·Greece.
C.The line is 4 miles wide. (C(mal euf4 miles
long, 70' deep, 23' wide).
D. like a saddle, with Adriatic Sea to the west
and Aegean to the East, it offers convenience
to two cities; Cenchrea and Corinth.
E.:S1;tting in that saddle is COrinth - or was.
F. Paul saw the temple of 041;>0110 - T Doric
columns 23' tall; 17 ft. circum. at base is
'OJ! that remains - columns are 01M! stone.
G .A ero Corinth looms in the background and
ID'Ode its contribution to the IICorinthion II
imoge.
1. 1000 prostituteprie~~es plied their
trode wi thsef lors.
2. This is "love".
H. 18 months Paul invaded this hellhole,
established a church and wrote the sweetest
message on love ever penned.
H.~if:t~"'offered the unknown God.
Corinth offered the lusts of life. Paul Came with
a messoge - Jesus ond his crucified.
tA. Not often is it said.
.
I

"- -_._. _._. . B. ~(gnc~~£bc;~~~ft~~~_ ~: th_~~~,:~:~~J

\.

~.

V. 18 '"The story of the Cross
a) Stumbling Block
...
Deut. 21:23 lIHe that is 'hanged is accursed of God tl
b) Foolishness.
1) God supposed to be without f~ing
totally to G K phi losopher •
.
2) Wisdom and signs they sought. (Can
you use an old textbook?)
.
c) Power of God. '
C. We worship a Savior executed os a Criminal.
1. Cross caters,not to ~um('JiO pride.,.. hangman's noose?
2. 'Preaching the gospel tI
ttPreqching the <:FOSSil
"Prea.ching the Christl!
"Preaching the Christ crvcifi ed ll
(all NTter,ms)
3. Pardon, peace, piety and paradise come
from it.
.
West Erid P. M. - 11/18/84
ll

I.

I.
'.

\,

T
L

b) Called
2 Thess. 2: 14
2. N
I

3.
the great ones.
b) Pow_EirfuL influential.
c) Norulers believed~
. In. 7:48
: Ps. 8: 2

.d) When men start something we
have to have a name-4. ~4\~jI~~~~w.
5. God is saying the wise man will not
be saved because of his wisdom;
noble man due to his birth; rich
man his wealth.
6. Having none of this we know something else must save us.

~l~(L~

f/!-§1A.<.?1

a) Base--low born, those who sprin~
from no onein particular.
b) "H;ezav;Efn~;~;lra~e1f~j;8i~~':'if1~t;sehig hIy:
are:_'Eit'li~i!I.~j1r!bl!:ei;ii@}~illt@~~;$'i;pa:l~~~.s ."
c) High places are slippery.
d) Men think the seen things are
powerful--unseen are more so.
4. Must see the Power of God.
5. Can It trust human
of
C.
save me.
v-29 "That no flesh should glory in his

I

Gal. 3: 26-27

3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.

things by the right

2.
3.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

He is our
with

in Him
our garments
spotless.
Only in Him consecrate.
Only in Him stay focused.
All around us evil takes a respectable
garb--he challenges this.
Holiness--oppose sin.
Restored to image of God.

F.

Jer.

9~23-24

, TN GeJLmal'ttown,

• TN c..hWLc..h,
McUn Stltee;t, Manc..hutefL,
Street. Batesville

Pe;t~vitte

- 3/28/93
- 4/7/93

c..hWLc..h, FLofLenc..e,
\

- 4/20/93

- 6/'2.3/93

In the words of Golda Meir, "We Jews have a secret
weapon in our struggle with the Arabs--we have no place
to go."
Stanley Ellisen

Pg. 103

I

ali
hi,mself
by
his slave;;;
even kill them. For slaves
there wall no such thing as marriage I even their children
belonged to the master, as th!;_l~mbs or.1:MJib~RJ~~ll)llged
not to the . shecJ),J2l.lt .totlle..··shepher4r· .It was the, glory
of Chriilti.iUiiti"tAatj,j;q~.~:wbO",Wt13~..thingSinto
real,·tnen""an4,'Wo~'M.y·~.·in~liIOM,and·.dl:lu!Jhters
ot q()d;" it,I!Y! th0~e W119 had. n"rcsJ)ell:tl'be,U:1Cll(-tt§J)cctl
it jJ"YQ tholle"wht),llacl tlO Itfe 'Ufe ,et~f~!l i.Jt t,(l14,me.1l J~t
eve~liftlwy dtd, not: matl:er,~R. m~g,tbey.,~ll mattered
intcllllltly to GQi.t. It told men Wl1o. tnthe eye$o.£ the world.
were 'worthless, that, tn the eyes of God. they were worth
the death of God's only SOIl•. Chdst!iUltt~JU1.a.J~~is·
l~teraUy them!W: I1Pljf_~iii'the·wtt(lrlrUhiVersei
Tfiequotiiion witll which ;paul flniahestb1s:passage
fromJerem~1b...9· lilt ~ As BultmlUlnput,tt., tbellJ;le'
basiC sin is S~:iW ti
sirt
It:
is only when we realize
hat
God 'ca .
.
gins.
It iStbeamazlllg and the true fact of life thatft is the people
wJlQteal1~ ~tOwn weaknesll •. tbe~t own lacj.( ofwiS4om•.,

baptized.

B.

3

2.....,

5. Do what HS commands 8. thus are led by HS.
:
C. Acts 7.
1. Stephen fla man full of faith & the HG fI (Acts 6:5)
~; 8 11Full of faith & power, did great wonders &
miracles among the people. fI
V. 10 "They were not able to resist the wisdom & the
spirit by which he spake. II
2. HS used words thus to convict.
7:51 "Ye stiff necked & uncircumcised in heart and eat
3. Resist him by resisting his words; op the other
hand if salv.'s opening is direct, who coulcLresist
impa..cLof A Imighty Power.
D. Acts 8.
1. Persecution drove out disci pi es.
2. Philip preached Christ .at Sam.
I
V. 12 IIButwhen they believed P. preaching the thin~
3. A ny direct operation '?
4. Gospel o.nly power brat.
.
5. Sp~cial measure came after conversion via laying
on of hands..
I
E. Acts.8:26-40 Eunuch
i
1. Philip guided Eunuch to understand via Scrp.
I
being read.
.
I
2. Only a lack of faith hinders baptism - preaching I
~~~h.

I

I

3. 0 n fa i th IS confess ion he was bapt..
F. Saul Acts 9:1-19,
22:1-16
26:1-19
1. Sou I, cl etters, to Damascus.
.
2. Light & sound ~ but Dofr~v~d. '- 3
3. Couldn't be saved when light hit - no faith yet -I
~,
asked who art thou?
..
J
I

,,
!

r

2. Persuaded - th.eycame.
K. ~reans Acts 17: 10-12
*
1. Believed because they received word with ready:
mind.
2. Same at Corinth.
Acts 18:8 IIAnd Cr., the chief ruler of the synagoguel
3. Demonstrated it was from G.od.
;
I Cor. 2:2-4 IIFor I determined not to know anything ~
I Cor. 4: 15 III begot you thru the gospel..
;
:-111. Do you believe the preaching -·will you obey?

~ftraL '''-/7-78
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not
must have
wrote
to heaven somebut later than sooner
Athens
Love Ellen T
sermon--a dear
B. Also G. C.
heaven
brother lost
was too
1. 4 square 12,000 furlongs every
way
2. 1,500 square miles, reduced to
feet
3. Knows number saved
4. Each soul weighs 4 oz. as he
measured at time of death,.~
5. Therefore not room for everyone.
Ripley did the same thing in
"Believe it or Not"
6. Brewer met his materialistic view
by saying, "But that's just the
first floor, count stories 10' high
and see what room you've got when
you go up 1500 square miles--room
for human race."

to set
understand my
I
of the number
my heart beats I'm
astonished for 86 years--I just
know I'm "fearfully and wonderfully made, II so if I'm adapted to
this earth I'll also be without
question to the next one. So I
come not with blind faith but
experienced this domain. If God
took care of m~here no doubt
about there! utJd}
4. This mortaLqiU. be swallowed up
by immortality and the same God
will meet my needs gloriously.
B. Let's turn now to our only authoratative sourse - Scripture.

be

B

not. "
are
I
say. willing ... II
1. Outward man decays, perishes,
dies.
2, Inward renewed.
3. Light afflictions (before you used
ilUghtll- Holy Spirit did).
4. Moment vs. glory.
5. Seen vs. not seen; temporal vs.
eternal.
6. Exchange absent vs. present Lord.
7. Will not be floating spirits, nor
naked, clothed like Jesus--be
"like Him."
C. Hebrews 11:13-16 READ
1. Note were in the faith when they
died.
5 8

3.

I

2,

3.
. Fades not away
5, Reserved in heaven
you
6.
never know all about heaven
we want to know.
The
II

( Police
IV. Question about heaven.
A. How,long does it last?
l~onor bird and sand from
mountain to another mountain.
B. How will Spirits be clothed?
1. BeT~ Hi~~-·~~··--·c_-,-." t
2. Be changed.
3. But not diminished.
C. Why not married.?
Matt. 2 2 : 3 0
~~-"'.~
1. Something better.
2. Not repopulated by those there.
c.,.,.".~

D.

E.
Have to
All want to and
sin?
b) Names there

Phil. 4: 3
Rev. 20:15
Matt. 7:21-23
F. What will we do?
1 ;Frailk-:rrarFer-pilots helicopters,
moves4l750.000 cranes, "It gets in
your blood."
liDo things-like preaching-whether
I'm paid or not."
2. Enjoy God and the redeemer and
Holy Spirit plus the redeemed.
3. If we do not know each other
take eternity to meet everybody.

Mat~,' 8: 11

Gr~:~

Hill C/C ,

r:$~ "~J4YJ

'&k124

rMt~J~~t~~1Jtfr«r

~""mE HOLY
IC

's PERSONAL!
s

2:10-11/~

1,1 wonder if ther is;any subject on whichj
Christians
b~ informed and on Whid~j.
they are less in
than the Holy Spirit'a
A. This ~ll)u often
I.
1. What is it? (Like an unborn baby)
I
2. I didn't get anything when I was baptized, 1
did you?
i
3. Is he the same as God?
I
4. What am I supposed to know about him
anyhow?
B. Though we may deplore the lack of infor-j
mation these questions portray, we do de:'1
light in their honesty I
.
1 . 88 O. T. references - - 1/2 of 39 books (3~
called H. S. )
.
Ps.51:11 "Cast me not away from they Pl;'~
Isa.63:10-11 "But they rebelled, and veXl·
2. Every N , T. book except Philemon, 2 an'
3 John. 264x
a. After all His book:' .' --<
b. Pau-l mentions 120x.
c.70x in Acts.
3 ..Pascal said "Every boOk ought to be "our
book" not "my book. If These. are "our"
t
outlines.
t0~LWho is He?
A.ls ilea p.erson, a ~~st,
. ptlwer,· or DivlinilIy?
'~'

c

, 1. There is the Codhea.d ..
Acts 17:29 "Forasmuch then as we are
Romans 1:20 "For the invisible things
Col. 2:9 "In him dwelleth all the fulness of:
a. The Godhead is composed,of 3 persons.
Matt. 28: 19 .. Go ye therefore and teach all
Mark 1:9-11 God spoke, Jesus baptized
and H. S. like dove.
2 Cor .13:14 "Grace of Jesus, love of God
Eph. 4:4-6 "One Spirit, Lord, God
b. Quote Milligan card.
2. In this Godhead is the Person of the Holy
Spirit.
a. What is a person? A being with life,
thought, influence, personality, indi vid - :
uality.
I
b.Jesus always referred to)u,m inmascu- I
line gender and singular: member.
I
(l)Dr. luge "Dean of St. Paul' sit said thoug~
"He was not a person in the )Tlodern
I
sense- -Gk. has no word for person or I
personality. "
I
c. He possesses these attributes.
I
(1)A mind. Yet see ham card on "clo~k I
of invisibility. "
I
Rom.&27 "He that searcheth the heartsl
(2)Will and power to decide.,
'I
Acts 16:7 "Having been forbidden by th]
(3)Knowledg, e and abUlty to communicate.
I Cor.2:10-11 "But God hath revealed t
!

>

l,
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(4)AbiHty to speak.

1

I Thim. 4: 1 "The Spirit sayeth express~
(5)He searches.
I Cor. 2: 10 "But God hath revealed therri
(6)Helpful.
i
Rom. 8:26 "Likewise the Spirit also he~
(7)Stri vings.
.
Gen. 6:3 "And the Lord said, My spiritl
(8)Habitation.
.
I Cor. 3: 16"Know ye not that ye are the'
I Cor. 6: 19 "What? Know ye not that yo;
(9)Ability to grieve.
Eph. 4:30 "And grieve not the Holy Spit
(lO)Power to love.
:
!
ROffi.l5:30 "Now I beseech you, brethl
(ll)Names (Shdws benefits and blessings 1
he confers)
1
!(a)l8inO.T.
I
(b)39 in New=52
I
(c)Spirit of God, Spirit of the Lord, My I
Spitit, Holy Spirit, Thy Good Spirit,
Spirit of Truth, Comforter, Spirit
that dwells in us.
Spirit of Grace (Heb.lO:29)
Spirit of Wisdom and Rev . (Eph.l:l7)
Spirit of Adoption (Rom. 8:15)
Spirit of Life (Rev. 7 : 2 ) .
Spirit of Meekness (Gal. 6: 1;)~
Spirit of Power , Love, Sound Mind
(2 Tim.l:7)
e ossesses attributes of eit.
I

j

\

(l)~t~rl1a1. .

~

·1·

Heb.9:14 If How much more shall the bi .
(2)Omnipresent.
Ps.139:7 "Whlth~T shall I go from thy sl
J Kings 8:27 "But will God indeed dwell ~
(3)Omni'Scient.
j
I Cor. 2:10-11 "But God hath revealed d
(4)Omnipotent.
i
Micah 3:8 "But truly I am full of power I
Gen. 18:14 "Is any thing too hard for th~
(a)"No Biblical writer says he was a
created Intelligence above angels but
inferior to God" Swete
conclude he s a pretty g09d fellow to
know and trust you've invited him into
your life.

.We

I

\.

riH~ eASt FO~'1lENARY"VERBAl lNSPtRATtON OF

1

THt BIBLE
I Cor. 2:13
I The~s. 2:13

•

i

"

I. What I sayObout the Bible neither makes nor breakl '
it--but what the Bible says about itself is vital.
A. If it is the word of God - it's authoritative, final/
reliable.
B. If subjectively it becomes the word of God by
outside forces in my life & the Bible bears witnessl
'
to this, as no orthodoxy suggests, thatls a
different matter • (Card on Hasti ngls Guide).
C. If it is to be equally supplemented by tradition j
as Rom. Catha teach, then only toddy do we hav1
final fulfillment of God's revelation.
D. I beH~ve it's Just the Bible, God's word, the
~ 'aufhoritative norm, & all else to be tested by it.
E. Icanlt believe it is this unless it is verbally
inspired to the'fulf content of every word!
II. I base my belief on two passages.
I Cor. 2:13 'Which things also we 'speak, not in th
'I'Thess. 2:J3 JlFor this ,cause also thank we <;:100 wi
II. lqok at I Cor _ 2:13.
A.Words the Holy Spiritteach~s.
1. Inspiration mean's the power that brot the Bible
into existence.
2. It iSfhe inflow frC)m.God,. revelation ,is the outflow, the effect on man.
3. Inspiration,came to' few: m~n- revelation,intende
for all.

i,

'\

· {tt)~Anderson Quote #23.
{b) Tesh Quote #21 •
(c)~School mistress question #22.
(d) Dr. of Philosophy 124.
(e) Sutherland Quote #25.
(f) Hamilton #26.
(g) G .•. Thomas #27.
(h) law of permutation #28.
B. Do you see the Spirit's infallible guIdance of the I
choice of words from the writer's own vocabulary?:
1. The Origin and History of the Bible
The world's most remarkable book is the Bible. It
originated in the mind of God and was authorized
from heaven. This grand old BQok wa$ written by
about 40 men over a period of about 1600 years.
It has always been an object of interest to man but
of late that interest has been quickened because
of the recent deluge oftranslationsoto be placed on
the market. The earnest Christian ~hould pause at
this point and ,ask, IIHow did our Bible come to liS?
In reply to that question we must say that· Divinely
authorized men wrote by inspiration. Paul said,
itA II Scripture is given by inspiration of God. II
(2 Tim. 3:16-17). Inspiration refers to the inHuen
which God exercised through the Holy Spirit over
the minds of Biblical writers to make them infallibl
in the receiving and recording of His will. The
words, as well as the thoughts, of the sacred penmen were inspired. (I Cor. 2:13). No other
explanation will do. Yet, strong efforts are being
~~.---~-------.--.

---~

3.

put forth to hy to destroy the plenary I verbClI
inspiration of the Scriptures.
Those original, autographed, manuscripts have
long been lost. The writing material was so
fragile that they were short-lived. Some have
said that the preservation of the autographs could
have led to their being worshipped. How then do
we know that we have the books.of the Bible as
given by God? There has been developed the
scholarly discipline that studies the reliability of
the Biblical text called IITextual Criticisrn. II The
purpose of their work is to restore the original
texts. They have been able to do so by a study of
(1) important ancient manuscripts, (2) ancienttranslations, and (3) quotations of Biblical
passages. Because of their work we can KNOW
that the Bible is trustworthy. We can more than
hope or evdh believetnat we have God's Word,
-_ORO
we can KNOW!
IV. loOk at I Thess. 2:13.
A. Recoil.
1. 1st N. T. writings.
.
2. From 420 !BC to 48 AD nothing - all N. T. betw
AD 48 - AD 96.
,
3. Either- the Bible (is_ the~~ of God or eJse work
of men.
Got. :1 :)2,. lI,for I ,oei;her.r,ceiveG 'ff of man, nei
B. Whot ~s this ver~ soy?)
*1,
1 • 'For this cause.

\
.I

!

"

r

4.1

I

,(Ci)."Demonstrated obedience.
(b) Remains to be seen wnat one life wholly
, devoted c,c;m dp II
2. Thanks vt/o ceasing to Gpd.
(a) Grqtitude constantly felt & expressed.
(b) Commendable Chr. attribute.
(c) W/o ceqsing.
(1) W/o leavIng off.
(d) Thqnx God.
(1) He's source of all blessing.
James 1 :17 IIEver)! good gift and every perfect ~
(2) We live in directed, ordered, controlled
universe.
3. Ye rec. the word of God.
(a) Study received.
(1) When they rec. itIn wrjtiPg this inscripturated
it.
(2) Rec. is technical term'. From eompound lIalongside ofll lito take with the ~andll IIlay
hold of. 1/ In compound, form. It i,s IItQ tqke c
one's own seffll lito join to 'one1s self. II It IS'
like in the transmission of ,the gospel a relay
runner handing,th e tqken of his a'uthority to his
'
successor in the race.
(~}He djqn't,w;l;tittle it out while )running,~ jerk a
limb off a tree - he didnlt otiginate it ""I
, ,l"ecejved .it..
"" '
"
(4) We have to fulfill a ,simi/pI: faithful trust today hand it on exactly as it is! >"", '
"
~

he

'.

(5) Messenger not perfect but message is.

."
"'"
"'-,.",

Phil. 3:13 "Brethren, r count not myself to havE
(b) The second rece ive •
(1 ~One is formally to welcome, outwardly.
(2) 2nd is inward - warm - as you would a guest.
(3) One can hear gospel but not welcome it.
4. As truly it is - the word of God.
(a) If Bible is of men, we may sit in judgment on it ..
ch<:,nge the recipe to suit our tastes.
(b) If it is of GOd - obey if.
(c) To pawn it off as God's word if it isn't is horribli
5. It works in faithful hearts.
(a) Only message to save men.
.
(b) If you are convinced by human reasoning, you I
can bi"'Ch0nged by such. If daddy falls, you dOl'
Not so if you see it as GocJl sword "
M--'
(c) It WOrks'rJ~d9~~ ~~~~. ~
Phil. 2:1 -13 JWh~e¥crr~rK'YD~Jas
. ~f
.~ ljIeb. 13: 1 "Make you perfect in every good w
G 55:11 liSa shall my word be that goeth forth
Heb. 4:12 "For the word of God is quick and
James 1:21 ·Wherefore lay apart all filthiness
I Pet. 1 :23 tlBeingborn again, not of corruptib
(d) Faith essential - understand - believe - obey.
(e) Work = to be operative, to put forth power.
(f) God's the effective power - His Word the
instrument.
!
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Thts M&Ctns that Ct power opart (rom hImselF (the Sptrtf Ot&'./~
took centre' ef the Biblical writer. This was net, however,
'I.i
mechanical process. The intelligence of the inspired writer
i
not bypassed ner ignored, neither was it passive. Retther, this
I
intefligence was the instrument ef the Holy Spirit. The various
writers have their ewn vocabularies and their own individual
styles of writing, and these are evident when one Biblical boek
is compared with another. This is not to soy, however, that these!
men were ce-authors with God. The message was Ged's; they
I
were the messengers enly. They did net create the messClJge;
i
they utter,ed it, as God's spokesmen. Thus Paul could thank G.ed I
thet the Thessalonians received this word "not as the word ef men,1
but os it is in truth, the word of God II (I Thessalonians 2:13).
i

tl.
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by W.'1. Griffith Thomas
Pg.· 93
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"Bill" said his wife "I'm
really ~shamed iof the ~ay we
live. Dad pays the rent. Grandma pays for our clothes, and my
brother sends us money for the
food, It's a shame we can't do
better than that."
"It certaiply is," responded
her husband. "You've got two
rich uncles who don't send us a
dime."
m
~--c.---~-- Page 475

"Bill" said his wife "I'm
really ~shamedof the ~ay we
live. Dad pays the rent. Grandma pays for our clothes, and my
brother sends us money for the
food. It's ashame we can't do
better than that."
"It certainly is," responded
her husband. "YOl.j've got two
rich uncles who don't send Us a
dime."
m
,~_~-'-'-
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masters,
they serve

Lord.
3. Th~ l{rese~y~tsnot party
pr)iR~&1s;:tjt'rfiasters .
B. '1,':):l;ttS seeks to set sttraightthe ~rror
of t:hieir divisions.

.
III • ~D¥~~~~&i:;;:;~i!!1;s~:}:.;w~:;"~wt.~Y;Y'Aa;R~t:.foW~
k".i~~~i~fcSs.iQ'<i'~tBflst:
.•
1. Paul, for the ._iyw·'tim
rO~'b"',*"'~~' th.
a) SE$~~~~.~~~j{,'\Vi1\'t~nder
rowers completely under authority
of master.
b) L9.w_~~~'~~at• •me.
c) One ot slaves that pulled at the
g~~~ps which moved the·
triremes through the sea.
d) C~¥tticcai~iQiPS\eilH;ita~,~~t who
direi_:r,tHe ship.

2.

B.
He i~ .tl)~.>9tf.~~cer in. cl)arge of
estate ......... ~~w toa,J.lrange it and
distJ:';i;l£>'tlteaecot'tiirrg to necessi·T,"y~"""?/'.1
3. He's the m.a;t9;r,deFnO though still
a slave.
4. 1.Jl..Q:~ge.(1)f whole administration
of the house, controls staff, issues
supplies, ran it.
5. Hacl...\l~;r,~~,tJl~i~t~4.acces~ .to master's
possessions so must be honest.
6. AUCb.J.listia.llS
1. Peter 4 ~,lO
EI@J:s.
Titus l:i
Ap.~t~~·s."""!t:1/sfrC
C. Ma,j.orDemand,..,,.,E'ait
ss, ,Trustworthy . · , N t j . : t : y
I
'
? J .~;;:::;;:",
!
J...

+:v;t~-t>- ,;.?

j

1. SupJ.lemeduty-""fid~ity&1rust.

2.
3.
a

5.

'.U.A''V'''';;', not

success.

IV.

Turns
to
L

2. Necessary we not
before them.
3. Judgement is to sift evidence.
B. Names 4 Jti(lgernents .
1.B.y.:y'cm.
a) Judged by peers.
b) Those in closest to the circle
have their views.
c) AIiti~h1!es "There are only two
p,ople who can tell you the truth'
2.

~y!tt~i~tY~:::t~S

a. We must be conscious of public
opinion.
1 '.Ei~," ,3:l1 '.GoodJt0por"t>wittbout
F!&vorofG'0d& man
Lu .•. 2~i2··
Acts 2 :47
F~vQrQcfallthe p~op.l'e

4.
b.

God.

Heb.
state
not
I think
me.
d)

:::

e) Knows nothing against himself.
f) Does not have exalted values of his
. own opinion--nor of yours either!
4>1.,t~~~,,,lh~~,fI
.
.
a) God always rIght Slllce He knows
aU facts & circumstances.
b) He alone understands motives.
c) Man sees the deed, God knows t.he
motive.
d) A deed that looks noble may have
been done for a selfish purpose.
e) Escape aU Judgements but JIi
2 Cor . 5: 10 ftf)r ta? f(1(~ ii" ;;,~'''',
•
AQ. . . ts: 10: 42 t'rcl2i~ 1>1 e;d .. 4i14J.f!)fllui
Romts 2: 16
[)

frkl

lie

..'

.

~1t?11 j+-1iefiBCl'fII9pl

attb1'1 ~

. 1'I"S1 aetJp,.d,'''! *!1AI[(f~

5,

From indicates finality
award fr0r. which there is
) Hen~eIH~elfilhds.
6. Every man I,S Praise.
a) God will give every worker his
rightful share of praise.
b) At time of conversion man's
declared just without being so-day of judgement declared so in
reality.
c) Thus see gravity of complete
revelation & judgement.

r
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hosts."
my
Pet.
1 Pet.
1 Cor. 6:19-20
. 1:3-4
(NOTE: Whatever
to
Lev. 25: 23
"
Exo.19:5
"All
mine ... "
Lev. 18: 24-30
"Vomits out some ... "
1. God over our bodies.
2. God over our talents.
Phil. 1: 20
Acts 17: 24-25
II. Now more statements about stewardship.
A. Goods must not be gotten improperly
Jer. 17: 11
Jer. 8:12
1 John 3:17
B. Is God concerned with the way we
use possessions?
Provo 3:9-10

3.·
C. Does grace enter this matter?
1. Calls giving a grace.
2 Cor. 8 &; 9.
2. God supplies.
Phil. 4: 19
D. Is there to be present an attitude
about our giving?
1. No pressure.
2 Cor. 9: 5
2. Happy in doing it.
2 Cor. 9: 7
3. Imitate God
John 8:42
4. Recognize where it carne from.
Phil. 4: 19
E. Is God interested in more than
materials?
Rom. 12: 1
F. Do you recall some guidelines?
Prov. 11: 24-25
Luke 6:38
Luke 19
1 Chron. 29: 9-16
2 Cor. 9: 6-10
:
i
G. Has He given me seed to sow or seed!
to store?
1. Do I have nothing?
2. Poverty makes us self-centered.
3. Am I entrusted with the gospel?

to
Matt.

i
l

,,

II.
III.

I've been

c.
2. What then are
matter?
3.1
1-5 '~called
"the classic chapter of the New
Testament on discipline" by Godet.
4. T_.~~~le'J!§'f;:r~we:mFOf a case';of
s~n~l sin--but he also mentions
m'imy more sins ~W~rltr:& 11"':""~etotis, e~~6rtioners, i:Eilf:Jla.ter~'~

r;~lerS', d:ruhkards--with"such we
are not to eat.
IV. :aut our,Stud~is with,the fi:l!st'~,verse·s· of.
the chap.ter--it will apply. to all Gther. sins
as., named.
A.
"commonly reported!!'
1. Means "actually'."
2. The report is continually spreading.

B.

Many seeds were
intQ.
tbE~ ..... $i~G~i.&;;Sereu··w·a
cast.
One nas his father's wife":
a) Word for ~-motfi~\- but way
Paul words it adds emphasis to
the crime.
b) Happened even while his father
fl_..li1.l¥:tng though can't prove
this.
c) I~f
ever wrori'g
. f
..,.
.
J;;~.!

c.
1.

C~f1,Iaf¥i';;!?:>'by4?wo:rtl for immorality
yet they would not stoop so low.

4.
D. C'

unconcerned.
2,

3.

4.
b) Was
s~;ial

5.

,

D.f~~~c'I'i~pute

doctrine and overlook

irririrorality?
S~~'!=:cYiurcYi affected witYi sexual
imrnorality & complacency;
7. Rave not rather mourned'~
a) Sh3tifld put l:tim away and mourn
fO;:J,1 . .si.n & disgrace. (Wesley)
b) Paulcri~s'whenne loses "h
member. (Bruce)
c) D.~,,~;(mourn the transgression
of tithers or is it none of my
busIness?
d) How'~1nfE:l'Hse Hs our Yiorror?
e) Called "e:l£,cttlpttt'$i1lY sophismtt.
f) Church sends mixed signals:
are.>we trying to save :p:co12!e in
theirsins.ill' born them? (usrey)

6.

\(;,\.'~-

2,
FJB)

3.

F.
o y.
Pl'~'S~1}iItrh . spirit.

Pl1Jlit*:s'actiondifferent from theirs.
His decision i~stan t &.~j11al.
Says this verse so broken it was
written be~ween sobs.
6. Can't take fire in to bosom & not
be burned.
7. Judged already as though present.
,u

G.
al!E;s:tlisa'utllority.
b) Na.'·stands for what he is.

2. __,,"d.
a)

Ii) ~1w~atoiiti~-"-"y6u '11 meet Sunday!

b) W.\iIiJe"·churchhEl.s a task & are
united in it as a clear cut case
sin.

of

5,

as a dead
3.
Church
b) Apostles act--all
Jesus' law.

accord

4.

·tiftt~: ~~H2

2 Cor.' i2:
• Lu. 13: 16
i 1 Thess. 2: 18
, ningall'eady his.
b~
2 Tim. 2: 2 ~.
. -del tv-ore& ~C;r4~1( .
.
1 Tim. 1: 20. :1> :$n~fl
hJ(Q1/l t:::litfi/'t?
c) H~.~the accuser of th~ brethren .•
d) S~is followed by suffering.
e) H~'W could Satan lend himself to
an office contrary to the interest
of his own Kingdom? (Couldn't
.
help himself as now exposed)
(If I've been,witb God ~ now
Devil via contrast want to go
home)

""

6.
5.

:a,rornote
la:psed.
Su£t'e~}!ci,ng. hardens the bad
ooitensthesaint.
l!iJ~p~~f th.9';;Lord
a) Conscious of his judgement.
b) Jiev;~r:i;pe~ from evil's encroachm.ent Eio '.'walch.& be sober."
c) ~.j~;!~
~lj1.'C~J;l;'srlif:~istory

i)

y.

d)

IS "cbm
Sinner..11~El,ti.~to7,,~~peIlt -:,-;4:1
8fi1y';:h~;;Wilr:"

",~...,

Adairville, KY (B.C.) - 3/6/94

.. .{ .....

p(jl{NtCA Tt~N - -THA T HORRtBLE: StN
, I Cor. 6: 18-20
1. We've alta is catalogued sins.
A. Lies a~e qlack & white.
B. Actionstare measure between "it doesntr
amount to much" or "it's real big."
C. Even some sins" we justify:
1. Speeding.
2. Running the stop sign if "situation
ethics" demands.
3. Eating the shewbread.
D. But there is one sin that receives the
most severe condemnation. It is the
sin of fornication.
I Cor. 6: 18-20
II. The Bible's Teaching on Fornication.
A. Paul said "flee" it.
1. You do not need to know if you could
resist it--just run.
2. The Devil showed Jesus stones & asked
,them to be bread - -they reasoned &
Jesus withstood the temptation. Tho
some sins are like that, the sin of
fornication isn't--just run, scat, git,
"lite a shuck, boy."
3. God wants His people pure.
I Pet. 1:13-16
B. Sin of fornication is "against his own
body."
1. Let's make some definitions:
II

~. ~____ _{.alJ:;'QrnlQatl.On.~

\.

___~___ _

(b) Body.
(1) Whole huma11 nature.
(2) Temple of God.
(3) Corinthians thot soul was all that
mattered, therefore, do what you
please with the body. (Barclay)
This is false.
(c) W jin & W jout.
(1) Some sins are like the defilement
of the outer court of the temple - fornication goes to the heart of it -.
the holy of holies says Ellicott.
(2) Some sins do not give the power
of the body to another person fornication does. (Henry) He
further says no sin i's of equal
I
hurt & of such prevalence.
I
(3) Effects of fornication fall on body I
& mind..
i
(4) "But aren't other sins also againstl
the body?" Yes.
I
(a) Drunkenness & worry.
i
. (b) Suicide is almost "irreparable".1
(c) Barclay says do not take Paul's 'I
plea too literally.
.
(d) Is it a hyperbole? You would notl
take these too literally:
I
Judges 7:12
I
2 Sam. 1:23
i
I
,
Ps. 6:6
I
L_ _________ _____ _____________________________J
I

\.

3. !
21:25
(e) Interpreter's Bible says it is "a
quick generalization that cannot
be substantiated." (Dislike that
type statement!")
(d) Sin.
(1) Means to run astray, miss mark. ·
(2) Here we go counter to what God
had in mind.
Mk. 10:1-5
Gen. 2:24
2. What observations are ours?
(a) Don't prostitute a body that belongs
to another .
.(b) The sin of fornication takes the body
as a whole & makes it an instrument
of sin.
(c) This sin is against the verity &
nature of the body - -not a mere
effect on the body from w jout but a
contradiction of the truth of the body
wrought w ji itself (A lford).
(d) Outside might mean sins of attitude
& intention; fornicatiorrSwithinl
(e) Some may escape the physical
consequence of the sin of fornication
but none the psychological consequen
of fornication.
C. Use your body.to God's glorious service
1. Weare purchased by Him .

Ju.

.
"

"

4~

'"

r Pet.

'J

1: 18 - 19
, ..'
r
2. Holy Spirit uses your
for his
d
temple.
(a) Temple is a place wheJfe God dwells $
is sacred to His usage.
3. Weare not our own - -we Clre in debt to : '
God.
I Cor. 4:7
2 Cor. 5:14-15
In. 17:19
i
Josh. 24:15
i
4. God has a claim on you--stay away fro~

¥p4v
,I

Sl"n

.

•

,

'

2 Cor. 6:16
IV. Conclusion.
A. No sin does to the body what the sin of
fornication does tho there truly are
other sins that harm the body.
B. When present c the temptation, flee!
C. Glorify God in Body &: Spirit. - -

\.

I,

i

\

\

L

A. Here we are But
B.
be at home over there.
C.
not my home.
we are

2.

?

II.

B,

ll:J3~~'V:jty of time
J:y~J}Y p~rson
3 );pplicati'Ofl. . fJ\e
A .!t"lf'irn~is .short.
1. What's our mos.t
it?
(Tornado - Lightning ... Eat1hqW'lke). C
2. NQ;"",t.~lQfl.§R;"t~M~"'d»~€1tabout'TMurn of
Christ.
a) On~!.±l~uth Hot re~tlaled to
. Ap~*;Les or NT writers.
• 24: 36 ilA/I fII~~?lIIl#j5 S'J>tI.f!p~CJA
3. Maybe It'S.<~.II~lii~. they knew
would come - "Troublesome
a) Coming crisis demand they
themselves from present
Merry-go- Round

W

'!Iv's 9'1A.

b

4.
hours
TV; lout
on TV

on
alcohol.

being
"Time is
transition. II
d) Short compared to patriarchs.
"I'll soon fly awayll.
e) ~~~~"''''''~,.
f) Short compared to life's tasks

6.
7.
8.
9.
B.

If Art is long and time is fleeting";
g) flIt won't be very long" song.
Give solemn solemnity to this
statement.
Barclay "Crisis Legislation".
RSV "Appointed time".
Megatrends
#1.

~~als

1.

~~~~

. a) Domestic relations are life's
sweetest.

Sorrow is noble
must not be
- we moan over
more than over
lost.
Mother weary. n
Moderate human emotions.
g) Tears are not forbidden - so
stoical approach.
Ps. 30: 5 11 Weeprng may endure night - joy"
Rev. 21:4 "Good shall wipe av,ray"
h) We are not asked to be callous or:i
unkind.
i) WO'n:g funeral - food, flowers - F
j) Kindergarten - Nothing to grow
to
G.

3.
oy
b) Satan th.o
Christians have
no fun.
"Rejoice with joy unspeakable & full"
c) Worldly spirit says time is short,
thus with gusto live it up.
Narrow religion - pleasure is a
snare - avoid completely.

- H

g)

h) BJ!Y... - as tho they had no
gQQils - (RSV).
i) Buy - as if it were not theirs to
keep - (NIV)
j) If,;'~i~ii'i~etHiji~$'",clP:\tl't stop
im~rovtJwtJ:in:thi~~Quntr:tj,we
aree,g~tn~'i;t.:t'~:"0:ut·6fhurb ble

begiff,mflY~s'f~l*'

a)
b)
c)
d)

'eat mel1.
se.
Jesus used - didn't abuse.
Ahuse·l'fI@'t1:ns· not using to the
fulU -don't drain cup dry.
LikeGj,de~n - drink sparingly
~:rom palm of hand.
Don't settle down as tho this
our abiding place.

Ps.

all you can out
had

(

c.

F. . .

1.

b) Means:
(
Structure
(
Mode of existence.
(
All present objects.
(
TransitorineSB.~
(
Perishable.
(
The external - shape, scenery~
isible contrasting invisible. I
Schema = scheme.
c)

d)
e)

1. Co.

D&

~iri!tsMts .
:l'hYMal t'itft.~S p.rogram -

e expedient.
2. Great doses of self denial.
3. R~mtI~~lt:",,_,~stJ.ed
w,~.!~",,,,,,,~ 'O! the

c.
'. - I

E.
F.

accep the Trouble.
Triumphantly accept the Material.
1. IIY~>"timt')"'mmlitfs :fb'8.ght
.
..' 1/1)
hal"'deT - J
2 . " - S'ft:ett paP'~''- K

G.

H.
lue. City
Rid Chu
.,' ch,
I' ayettev1
•
·11 e, TN - 6/27/88
Park
omervi11e, TN - 7/26/88
Tommie Lane Brown (R)

~~h&il~~Roaf~~l~t~~, AR -

C~llegesiatl,

Cookeville, TN -

9Yl~!88
9 7

8

book
much of what e anticipated
fiYlf:f'ears ago has been realized.
I
he shift from an industrial to
an informational society.
J,. From forced technology
high-tech.
, From a national economy to a
.£lobal economy
T From institutional help to
~lf-help.

J

From
representative
democracy to participatory
democracy.
C, From north to south.
Now let's ask this man with a
better-than-average batting
average
for
prognostication ... what's next? What in
John Naisbitt's opinion are the
next "megatrends"?
He offers 10:
One: The middle class will
become larger, more affluent.
Twenty four percent of ali new

A national survey shows that 37
~~t of all high-schoo

6~1S1ayers were sidelined
jury last year. Running backs
were at the highest risk; quarterbacks and defensive linemen
were next. There are no statistics
for coaches; they hurt inside.
Val Palmer; Val-U-Ations

I know why baseball isn't
popular in Russia. Everytime
the umpire calls a strike they
lock him up.
Kenneth L. Jones
"The Speak;

now.
The electronic media will
be globalized and individualized. Cellular and satellite
technology will allow anybody
to communicate directly and immediately
with
anybody
anywhere in the world.
Seven: The frontier of
portunity will be the
Rim - bounded by Los Angeles,
Sydney, and Tokyo. The Atlantic natioills have been dominant
up to no~·but the great business
opportunities of this century will
be in Asia.
Eight:
Entrepreneurial
politics. Party politics came
about when we did not have
telephones. From now on ever v
candidate, in effect, is an
dividual party.
Nine: Unlimited £fowth.
Biotechnology expands horizons
limitlessly.
And Ten: If Nai~bitt is as right
about tomorro\v as he was about
today, we are headeq into a sustained economiC'boom. We will
crtate lIve· to .SIX million new
jobs every years.
He says some economists are
pessimis.tic , because
they
underestImate our nation's incredible capacity fnr Cteativity
andJE"novation.
s He hnotes that the United
tates as 150. Nobel Prize winner anan has two.
esavs, we are ab2,\J.t to
I.. begin. iQ.e~nerieDe,o .. the ..01)0::11'.

in-

I, .

I

,N

I

A. Though hard, we want to

B.

teachings. :

A.
(RSV hasb:¢trothed; ASV Virgin

2.
3.

~~~

of ' • •.IIlb (RSV married).

2,

2. What
3.

the

1.

2.

of marriage

3.
ho
4.

without counselling
5. 2X mentions given in marriage--dad
friend.
Rom. 1: 27

;~~~~~;,,!m~o\slng
,.'. p'lIinfuI" & improper

1.

aint.

2.

M\~:t'iUQt.·~~fus~·.t~ ·oo·nsec:fit,

wise risks seductIon.

other-

3.
L

2.
3.

4.
F

2.

3. Iif~~ttllld'~tlli~~~' . . . ... .Prits .& burden on

d~U~=~':st:;J:~:~t~i;r:·4~~~~~~edo

;F~f:i~·wahfs&petimi'trharriage-
lti<i$·;~w·i~~;~rfii~.scom b)

4. He can rightfully give aging daughter

the right to
5.
6.

v.
1. ~111tQ:QJlC;~.~'~fi~fi~~~<t~ng her
~y.

2.

ers at home

such

nede:
owne
herte, that he
, doth well. (
Remains unshake:q.
2

urge.
make him act
contrary to good judgement.
c) Doe~n:&t lnsiston da'ttghter
NO'Iil.e0essity

a)
b)
c)
d)

Freedom to follow will.
Not arbitrary.
Acts as l1e h&nestly feelsls
Acts on what he believes is
state.
e) Mffid-':'seat of thoughts.
f) Father has good reputation.
g) Aalhority to act--slavesdid not

5.

7.
nt.

Walnut S~eet, Vie~on, TN - 4/15/90
Euzabethtown, KY (B.C.) - 5/13/90

Charles Francis
the mnleteenl;h
11
One
he entered: "Went
also
a
which is still in existence.
wasted." His son, Brook
On that same
Brook Adams made this entry: "Went
with my
father - the most wonderful
of my life!"
- Pulpit Helps 6-87

The ten behaviors kids want most from their parents were identified in
an interview with 100,000 children, ages 8 to 14, from 24 countries and
social backgrounds. Children reported that they:
1. Didn't want parents to argue in front of them.
2. Wanted to be treated with the same affection as other children in
family.
3. Didn't want to be lied to.
4. Wanted mutual tolerance from both parents.
5. Wanted friends welcomed in the home.
6. Wanted comradeship with parents.
7. Wanted parents to answer questions.
8. Didn't want to be punished in front of neighborhood kids.
9. Wanted parents to concentrate on their good points, not weaknesses.
10. Wanted parents to be constant in their affections and moods.
Peer pressure comes from behavior patterns. Adults set behavior
patterns ... children copy them.
- First Baptist Reminder

;
, Cor. 9: 1-6
I. Everybody tns~ers to somebody - we've alf rightful'
questions otfou. OU' associ ates.
A.
.
•
[,J,'. . IJL~A
'B.
r~'

C. 3It ifllllS
i. b
II. In tim;, I tlU::' waM To sKow paUl § em Imhian exam.
andMi_ _ _""'!W~~"''YaU' Nashvi lie one.

1 • 4 questi ons & 1 cone! usi on precede.
2.3 qt. follow.
3. PunettJ(lted in different versions in different ways,
so I'm not sU'e whether it belongs to whet goes I
before or comes after.
their/eye on him.

'I

~en Jesu

'.

\,

was
f.) Aristotle - 2 classes:
{1} Cui
&

r

w~ter

~~l

(2) Hewers of wood & crawers of
- wrong
educate thi s group.
~
I
g.) Paul & Barnabas loved each other tho disaqreei~
I

IV.

A.
1.

2.

' ......',..TT, lilt is a common occurrence
some
ministers to preach on an evil and that the evil
doer condemn the preacher instead of repent.
6. SMAe (llwoys Q bit suspic:iovs .ofyo.u.

B.

o.

----?

.'~

,

contest not."

2. ';;;4-'"-,,,,,-:>.tI
3.

4.
5.

IS

"So

worked very hard - one e !ated - 1
II

1 . The athlete & his
ning now transfer to
& his zeal.

a

I

I count not

to

o.

but
ng

1 • lernperme.
c.) Self discipline.
b.) Self ,..,..n1",.,...1

TOM HAGGAI: "Do whatever
you do welL
matter how
menial a task it be ...
know when God is
m
the shadows
urements for a

The coach of the New Mexico
State basketball team said, in
reference to their losing record:
"We have a great bunch of
outside shooters. Unfortunately,
all of our games are played
indoors."

our blows must count.
D. Keep under
1 • Buffet.
a.l Not flage I

body.

III.

A.
1.
2.

announces
m as a herald.

the contest.

B.
1 • Chosen offi
2. Castaway.
a.) Not
b.)

I can be ruled out.
some.

and
did thisand in the musical
their letters."
He
sifted thousands
of words
reached a conclusion. "Beauty of sound is not
enough," declared Mr. Funk;
" 'mush' is a word pleasant to the
ear, but its suggestion is ugly. However, beauty of meaning is not sufficient. 'Mother' is one of our most
loved words, but it lacks euphony."
So Mr. Funk compiled these ten
words as the most beautiful in the
English language:
Dawn, hush, lullaby, murmuring,
tranquil, mist, luminous, chimes,
golden, melody.

'~,-'

'TNi' AWE' OF Att
",.~

1

Cor. 10:1-5

I. Sometimes _'ned a pctragraph where one word
dominates V-torepetitftn,.

A. 1n thIs pafGgmph we "a~e two words: A II &.
Spiritual.
B. Our purpose is to see what the Holy Spirit sought
to convey.
I II. 1st see that Ignorance Is to be Deplored.
, A • We are e)(J>ected to know what we can.
l B . God wants growth in our Kn<w"tedge of His wi II.
1111. Now comes the ~ Us.
,
.'
I A. AII fathers were under the cloud.
I 1 • Man Corinthians were Gentiles; thus Israel
,
i
regarded as t~~fritual ancestry of all Christja~
I 2. He expected Gentiles to know Old Testament. I
I 3. We will find later some destroyed but as Barnes,.l
i
points out all had the privilege of acceptation~d
I
as seen,by word "AU. f1
i
,
4. Hittery ~fcl'O~d, r.d:
" I
"~I Numbers 14:14 ~ndth.eX witl tell ftto the inhabi~
,I;xo. 13:21~n "Anel
UJrd w~t before them by ~
tl
Exo. 14:20 Ahdft cQme'betwe«m the camp of the,~
5,!A II frequently ,use ~
I
6. Under the cloud meant:
c.) Mo~esrecognized ~s leader.
!
b.) Publicly s~ys we will follow.
c.) We are bound by his laws.
B. All pos~edthru the seo.
I
I 1.Wcallsof sea on. one, side &. clou? overhead -" I
~_,_~~~~~0Jo'!_?~,~lg~~ _<)!!~~_~~hQns_:__ ,_____ ,~.J

tne

II

j

\,

2.

..

)f.. >

Ps. 105:39 l1He spread a cloud for a covering and fire
to give light in the night. II
2. The sea of transition represents
a.) Laver of regeneration.
b.) Moses foreshadows Christ.
c.) Israel foreshadows the baptized disciples.
d.) Egyptians are sins.
e .) Pharoah a type of Devi I
Theodoret
C. All baptized into Moses in the Cloud & the Sea •.
1 • "It's worthy of note that he selects his examples i
from the part of Israelite history which has an .
analogy in the baptismal commen~ement & the
eucharisti c nourishmen.t of the Christian life. II
Schoff.
2. "Two phroses: were under cloud & possed thru
sea shows doubleproc.ss of submersion &
immersion. II Canon Cook
3. IINote by this event they left Egypt, escaped ~I
Pharoah, entered ·upon their marchc Moses as
leader even a~.~. . .C.. hristfans leave Egypt. of sin behi
sfart on ChristJc,n life when baptized into Christ~
Johnson
I
4. Note they are not yet in promised land - have a
way to go - Heaven is the goal before them.
5. Strangely I Barnes sold rain fell from clouds &
thaes the sprinkled way they were baptized. II
6. Water a wa II right & teft.
Exo. 14:22 nAnd the children of Israel went 1nto the
D. AII di d eat the same spiritual. ~eat.

I

3. 1
1. Spiritual Meat.
a.) Called spiritual because supernaturally suppliec
b.) Interpreter,ls says spiritual misleading.
c.) Does not deny material reality.
d.) Rather 1 they transmit to me the Spirit: food &
rock endowed c divine potency.
e.) Supernatural a better word to use.
f.) Spiritua I means it was gi ven by the spirit - via .
a miraculous gift, not produced in an ordinary
way.
g.) Spiritual denotes purity, value, excellency.
h.) Spiritual (supernaturaltblessings are opposed
to natural or temporal blessings.
i.) Coffman says they are spiritual because they
are: miraculous, typi cal, assured them of God
presence.
E. AII drank the same spiritua I drink.
1. This is the 5th All.
2. Pinpoints their many privileges.
IV. They Di'onk of the Spiritual Rock - Christ.
A. Spiritual Rock.
1. Lost our ails, but have our spiritual.
2. Rock.
1:Xo. 17:6 "Behold, I :'Wftfstand before thee there
Nu. 20:21 ItThus Edam refUsed to give Israel passage
3. How did a Rock follow?
4. It's that stream of water that never fatled.
B. Rock was Chri st.
1. Greatest ti e is Jesus.
2. Note pre-existence.

r

4. 1
3. He is our supply.
,
: V. With some not pleased - ovetthtoJ,n.
A. No a \I here.
1. AII left Egypt but with all God Was not well
pleased.
2. Ingratttude is meanest sin in the world.
3. Modest statement.
a.) 600,000 above 20 crossed Sea - 2 made it to
Israel.
be) Understatement of the Book - 3 mfllion came
out - 2 made it says Red path.
4. Summation of most pathetic failure in history.
B. Where do I stand?

II.

A. These obs
1. OeHY"Fw./'rtbesI'tGf:dfl'lfl'rish
2. Forg i veness dee.p,n~ (>.ur ho>ti'~~~ti n ..
3. We are anxious to $j;Q.~~tt~.
4. Wefoar ~~. tb~,i~' ~'~.lJ.,

5. Horrified ?t the tho~~b,tqff~r~!.~~~~;~in.

6. Go.d'J'!~!!~~~L~~bLls!
no~!1!~ut.
....
fElti~
,,=~ft!.

B. Are we stU, Qithh
fOJ1lo~I1' l'Towfol:5f

.

;¥i~~~~·we

might not seem ""...,'1""", .... "'.1'1
peers I eyes II •
5.~

Prov. 5:8 1i'Remove thy
6.~MSs.

LJ

7. Un,c"'n hear t •
Prov. 30:aq.".'.',R. e_.m
. ,.~ve far from me vani ty and Ii es
8. ~, t and c;le •
i

9.'
Ai
1
JLfJ~';:;-n l~-

U

I

~

_'"~_

•Eph. 4: 1
10' that is in them II
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,SAINTLY SELECTIVENESS
I Cor. 10:23-24
I. Choice is! 1
A. Sign of adulthood.
B. Sign of intelligence.
C. Sign of multiple opportunities.
D. Sign of danger.
II. Once you had no choice.
A. Babies have little - then you select strained prunes
or exhausted beans.
B. Prisons offer little.
C. Christ offers much.
III. By what standard shall I choose?
I Cor. 10;23-24 "AII things are lawful
A. How will I use this day?
B. What book - even of the Bible will I read?
C. Whom shall I visit?
IV. Take a 3-Fold Test.
A.Explain test.
I Cor. 3:21-22 /lAIi things ,are yours
1. Free access to every system of thot.
2. The world.
3. Life.
i
4. Death.
5. Things present.
6. Things to come.
i
7. Lawful = to be at liberty.
'""
i
I Cor. 2:15 IIBut he that is spiritual judgeth all thi
8. Frost poem - we are free to travel, but choice
I
j
makes a great difference.
,
!I

J

j

'I

c. Test No.l2 - Authority 8. Edification.

tlAIl things are lawful for me but all
1. It has to be right 1st by God's standard.
2. Then I need to see if the lawful captures me.
3. Some things involve health & influence; like
smok i ng, coffee.
4. Finally they involve mastery.
5. None to be master in life, except Christ - hous.e
thatls IIcrazy dean ll can be wrong.
6. We are not governed by external things alone like meats - but inner items of spiritual powe.r •

.

!

I

[). 3rd test is Social. ~~ 1A.fl-"JA M
.
V. 24 ULet no man seek his own, but ~ m.wv !
1. I alone am not to be builded up - I must consider!
you. We2lJ{l-:.-·wdllJeilJtv ~exc~
IIDestroy not thy bro. for whom Christ
tf
i
2. Note it is not that what I do destroys my brother-j
thatls unlawful;. but unless it builds him up, it's .
unlawful.
"Love your neighbor as yourself
3. I am bound up in a bundle c my brother.

I
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I
I
I
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5. True freedom has a right to say No .~ well as ~:sl
even to brotherhood littleness.
6. Do you seek your neighbor's goofJabove your own'
7. Itis greatest good for greatest no. - Interp. Bible
said set",lhe pyramid 00 i~ n!ver its ape1S,.
8. Chr. freedom must be used to help, not shock
others.
9. We must be an example even to our·enlimies.
10. Someone takes his cue from you.
1<
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Illustrate

- is
wet?
acappella

II. live many
s
about the
Lord's Supper, but today lid like
to speak on what went before it.
A. Then as now, Christians engaged
together in ordinary meals.
1. Luke 24 an example.
2. Emmaus companions of Jesus.
3. Came to their village,
constrained him to "Abide
with us."
4. He went in with them.
5. Sat at meat, took bread,
blessed it, broke and gave
to them - as host!
6. Eyes opened, knew him, he
vanished.
7. Spoke to each other-hearts
burned - opened Scripture.

known
of
an
9.
B.
also had a
IIl ove feast Ii

meal.
feast
Lord1s

1
2

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

- excellent
for well to do
to share
the have nots.
But they made
s
among members of the church.
Forgot there is one bread
and one body.
Fostered a sectarian spirit,
humiliated the unfortunate
ones in an outward demonstration.
Humility from humus - the
dirt- where we humbly belong

C. Thus as in our text they came
together not for the better,
but the worse.
1. "For the better" ought to be
the result of all religious
meetings.

3

III.

to
make us worse.
do
not make us melt and mend
11 harden
)
ss
the
is not the
of

t the
I
Paul
a most valuable lesson.
A. He heard and
al
believed
s
and heresies
1. Divisions
a) They got to quarreling
one with another.
b) They split up their
meetings into different
sets.
c) It was not separation
from the church, but
uncharitable divisions in
it-they continued to be
one church notwithstanding all their strife and
contention-no one pulled
off.

It was
breach of outward
but not yet
the
e) Note
courtesy
these words.
2

b)

c)
order
government.
B. How was this being manifested?
1. They were not coming together to eat the Lord's
Supper.
a) They were coming for the
love feast - now long
discontinued.
b) They seemed to have no
respect for the Lord's
Supper.
c) They were humiliating the
poor.
2. Lord's Supper cited for
first time.
a) Name occurs only here in
New Testament.

o

2
f

. Rather

has

stock, shared
b) Now each
s and made
, caus
c) There msut be an
common care and love.
d Jesus loved all.
e) nIt was
that
an offensive inequality
should appear between
guests becoming to many
of them a source of
humiliation, and contrasting absolutely
with the spirit of love
for which such a feast
should have been
assembled."
(Godet)
4. Furthermore they used the
love feast unworthily for
feasting and drinking.
5. There was an improper
distinction between the
spiritual and cornmon food.

6

c
poss
and revered
of
7. The

II

(Durnrnelow)
s was fatal
of

love.
8.
9. The

length of intemperance and
was a rebuke.
10. If anyone needed to satisfy
his hunger he had the means
of doing so-his own house.
11. Thus they despised the
church of God.
a) Do this by thinking only
of themselves and not
the welfare of the whole
household of God.
b) How dare one treat with
contempt poor brethren.
c) See the church as the
body, not the building.
12. "I praise you not."

a

Jesus

b

Whom the Lord love He

1

commenblame.

comes

A.
B.

due
or

2. Came not
better
), but worse
supper) .
in
- not
to you are.
b) It makes things better
abstinance or abuse, things
worse.
1) Assemblies became harmful.
C. He brings three suggestions:
1. I hear--keep on hearing--of
divisions.
2. There are heresies--sects who
chose sides. Broke out into
schisms as splinters of wood.
a) Approve: ring true like a
coin. To adhere to schism
was not to be approved.
3. Unworthy manner of observing.
a) Christian turned agape into
pagan feast.

broken.
3. Ate and drank to excess--drunk®
all in the name
Lord!
move
eat

B.

abuse.
1. Eat at home.
Does not condemn eating
building--for they met in
homes! ! (Suggestion is not
so much to place as it is to
manner -- JBM).
b) Apostles ate in homes where
church met.
2 Peter 2: 13
Jude 12
c) Catholicism in Council of
Laodicea (AD 397) 28th
cannon forbade to eat or
spread tables "in the house
of God."
1) Which will you imitate,
apQst..)lic or apostate
church?

Acts 7: 48
Acts 17: 24

We need more

III.

1. It must be delivered as
2. Lord's Supper
four New
Testament books. second coming
in 23 New Testament books. (Of
the omissions three are one
chapter books and one is
Galatians) .
B. Facts about it.
1. Jesus author.
a) Not Lord Caesar.
b) Difference in delivered and
deliverer.
2. Bread
a) Gave thanks--word for
Eucharist.
b) Gave to disciples--not self.

another.
but

3)

4

endured
thanks!
3.
Contents, not
b) Covenants seald with blood.
c) Fruit--pure. no bacteria or
fermentation says Hobbs.
4. Time
a) Oft. - time not specified, but
suggests repetition. See
Acts 20:7
1) Baptism is once and always
precedes supper.
Acts 2: 41-42
b) Shows (preaches lit.)
Lord's return.
5. Manner
a) Unworthily--adverb of manner.
(I was saying this before I
knew what it meant - like
Peter on Pentecost).

L Makes you

7.

one
another
1. Instead
you have
splits-is
2. Most unbecoming to make this
a feast of division.

church. Truth [S IOnly to be found among us. All others are in
error, and in Babylon'. These were the pihmses used again and again
by our brother ..." "May God in mercy give and preserve to them
and to me a lowly heart"!
In 1836 George MuNer opened his first Orphan House, renting a
house for a year in Wilson Street, Blistol, wem ihe received! 26 cliildren. He states as his chief reas'OllS for entering on this work: "( 1 )
That God may be glOrified, shoold He be pleased tbo furnish me with
the mearns, in its being seen that it is not a vain thillg to trust in Him;
and that thus the faith 'Of His children may be sltrengthened. (2) The
spiritual welfare of fatherless and motherless children. ( 3) Their
l€lITlporal welfare". Seeing fhat so many of the LOTd"sl people are
oppressed by cares and anxieties he desired to ,give visilb[e, tallgible
proof that, in ,our day, God hears ,and ,answers prayer exactlr as He
ever did, and that if wel:rust Him and seek His glory He wi! suplpl)'
our needs. He had fhimself been greatly ihelped by the example Of
Franke of Halle in IGermany, who, in dependence on the living God
tUone, had built alld carried on so la:l~ge an' Orphanage; and he felt sure
that such a work in Bristol would !be the ibest way olf w~tnessing to' the
faithfulness of Cod in this country. AU his expectations were more
tlhan realized.' Though he was often reduced to the ublll'osit extennit:y
of need, yet the increasing number of orphalls llever Lacked. 11he WIOrk
was cOlltinued to his death in his 93J:1di year :and since then his sucoessors haV'e ,earned it ;on in the same spirit. The 'great number of
orphans received, of whom very many !have been converted, the
immense buildings ereoted, the vas!t sums of money recedved and employed~aIl proviae a s,triking example of the prevailing power df the
prayer of faith.
In 1837 GeOl1ge MuIl'er puJblished tlhe first part of :p,is book, "A
Narrative of soOme of the Lord's Dealings with George Muller", a
book which ihasexercised 'an ,extraol1d1inary influence on the iliV'es of a
very great number of peorple,encouraging 'them in faith in God. (More
next month.)
.
Edited by Dr. Horace E. Wood

S. Lewis John;;;:so~nn-,-'J,..-----
I Corinthians 11: 17-34
We !have said often that the Lord Jesus left the dhurch two ordinances to dbserve untH He .comes again. He left the ,dhul1ch the ordinance of biaptism, which emphasizes one's iniHation into tihe church, the
ibody of Christ (d. 1 Cor. 12:13). And He left the ,church the Lord's
Supper, which empfhasizes one's continuation, or one's :Hfe, in the body.
There is clear pwaUel ibetween~ the Lord'lsl Supper: and the p.assover. In the BassO'ver we have a memorial. (if physical deliverance
from the thraldom of Pharaoh and Egyipt tihrough tlhe b~ood s'acnfice
of ltihe lamb. In rthe Lovas Supper we have <a memorial of spiritual
delivemnce from the power of sin and satan by means of the blood
s,acrince of the !Jamb of God, :the 'Lord Jesus Christ. In the former
316

".".r"o,rl~,n,Y in 'jihe
,the
Supper is ,the
special direction.
We have in
sedes :looked 'at the :6.1'st and last Passover, and
the first LOl,d's Supper. In this study we turn to oonsider the contribution of Ithe Apostle 'Baultothe subject. 11hat contriibutiou is
found preeminently in 1 Corinthians 11: 17-34.

THE INDIGNATION OF PAUL
In the opening paraf,'iaph of the section >the apostle expresses his
indignation at the disorderly 'lihingstha:t have been Itaking place at
the CO!fintihians' observance of the Lord's Supper in their church
meetings. Ev1dently there were two distinetgronps in thedhmch,
rich rand :the poor and, ,further, the 1'1oh were sharing only SOme of their
food witih the poor in therr love feasts (d, v. 21). In ,those
1~
was tihe 'oustom to meet 1n homes and have 'a common meal Iln,'ccutJL
after which they observed the Lord's Supper as is described in Corinthians fourteen. Sinoe it is Hkely Il'ha<t there was ,a distinction in ,the
quality 01£ the food,t'he dch developed the habit ofmting before the
poorer members 'arrived. The result was that they were weB-fed a11(,\
often drunk with too much wine" the oommontable beverage, wihile
the poorer brethren were hungry and thirsty. It was, of oourse, a
clear ease of lovelessness for theh" brethren.
'11he apostle reproaches the disordely ones with these words,
"What? Have ye not houses to eat and drink in? Or despise ye <the
ohurdh of God, and shame them that have not? What shall I sav to
you? Shall I praise you in :this? I praise you not" (d. 22).
J

THE REVIEW OFPA5T INSTRUCTION
The ceremony of the bread (leQ!r. 11:23-24). The "for" of verse
twenty-three jusltifies his rebuke. In Q!ther words, :the Apostle says, you
must have forgotten what I~old you wbout the Lord's Supper. It was
the Lord who gave me instruction concerning thepropm' observanoe of
that feast. You must have forgotten His words, for your pres'ent adiou
is contrary to them.
Paul then refers to the oooasion of the Hrst Lord's Supper, which
was the night in which He was betrayed. The wordtrans[ated "be317

tmyed" in rt/he Authorized Vers~on is a word ,thart means lliterally to
hand over. The Teference hem is 1p'l1obalbly tf:othe work of Judas in the
betrayal .of the LO!l:'d. What is striking ,about the word is that it lis
also used of the action of the Son and of il'he F.ather lin the death of
Christ. For example, ~t is said tha:t the Lord Jesus gave Himself over
to death in Galatians 2:20. That text, of course, i11ustrates the foot
that the death of .'tihe Lord Jesus was a vo1unlmy dearth. He handed
Himself over to death ,in submission to rbhe Father's will. And, further, it is also said in Scripture that tlhe Father handed Him over. For
example, in Isaiah 53: 10 we read, "Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise
him." And in Psalmtwenty-ilwo David speaks typioaHy of Him in fue
words, "tho'll hast hmught me ,into the dust of death" (v. 15). 'The
F.ather is the ultimate actor in t1he death of Ghrist, just as Peter slays
in Acts 2:23, "Him, being delivered by the determinate counsel and
foreknowledge ()If God, ye have taken, and iby wicked hands have
cruoified and slain." In that 'text we have the proper weddinig of the
divine foreodination and ,foreknowledge and hUiffian :responsibility.
} We often in our meetings sing a sitanza that lays stress on the
Farflher's ulUmate relation to tlhe death of Clhrist,
"Jehovah ~if,ted up His rodo Christ, it fell on Thee!
Thou was't sore striken of Thy God;
There's not one srtroke faT me.
Thy bJood beneath that rod has Howed:
Thy bruising healetlh me."
The death of Ohnist was .the key event in ~he working out of the
eternal plan of the F·ather fOT the glorification of His Name in redemption.
.
Paul says that He "took !bread" lin the night in which He was
betrayed. The ibl1ead was distributed first since it emphasliz.ed the
incarnation, Ithe taking by OUT Lord 'Of human nature fQr the perfOnhance 'Of :the will of God. The wine emphasiz.ed the death wlhich He
died :for the ratifioartlion of the New Covenant.
The breaking o:f :the bread was designed to pOint on to the death
that He would d i e . ·
.
The wOllds' "this is 'Illy ibody," .alre words over whdch a ·great deal
of dis,agreemenft has raged. Iif: is Of course, not possible in suoh a
short paper 'as ifihds to deal with that adequately, Ibut I would like
to simp[yset ou:t the various: views that have been expressed most
widely.
( 1) Flirst, ,tlhere is the Roman Cath()lic view of the real presence
of Christ in the ·elements of bread and wine which is ·called transubstantiation. Aocording to Roman dogma, ~hen the priest srays, ho~
est corpus meurt/c,,!!he 'Suibstance of the hreadrand wine is: eonV'erted into
the 'Suibstance of,the very Heslh and blood of Christ. The appear.ances,
OT ,oooidents, of if:Ihe ibread and wine remain (the shape, size, 001'01',
tas'oos etc.), hut the substance is tr:ansformed, and the senses are to
be denied. As Cyril of Jemsalem put it, <'Judge nort by Ithe taste,
but hy futlili." The Council of Trent pronounced a ourse uipon all who
do not receive this teaching.
The principle suppo:rt to wlhich Romanism lappeals ds: the ruse of
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a
fashion.
Rome, of camse, is inconsistent in
the wine to the laity
in the light of their views Df John 6:.53, but they meet this w1th their
doet11ine of concDmitance, namely, tflu'tfue body and thc blood ,arc
knit tDgether. Thus, if one eats the bread, he also drinks the wine.
In :this way they eorrect and improve upon our LOl1d~s
although He expressly said that ''all'' were to' drink of the wine (d.
26:27). That statement seems almost providentially
to forestall the very interpretation that Rome has put upon the drinking
the wine.
( 2) Second, Lutherans have contended that the true body and
blood of Christ are present in, with, mld under the hread and \vine.
Their view has been· caHed IconslJibstantiation. Christ's human nature
was considered to ibeubiquitous, and He wascons.idered to be present
with :the bread and wine. The advantage of the view us that at is
harmonious with tlhe liteml view of the bread and wine, but does not
make necessrary a change in the substance ,through words of institution.
It, however, rests upon a dootrine Ithat is unbibIical, for our Lord's
human nature as not ubiquitous, and the word "is" can hwndly mean to
accompany, whioh the view seems 'to require.
( 3) Third, one brand of the Reformed have held that Ghrist was
spinitually Ipres'ent, is His onHre person, bGith body and blood, in the
Supper. A life-giving and edifying influence iscommunieated to the
paroaker, who partakes in faith 'Of the elements. There is probably
an elmnent of truth in 'tlhis view, although rflhe memorial aspeet .of tho
Supper is no,t stressed sufficiently, it seems to me.
(4) Fourth, finally, anotherhranch of the Reformed, together
with others with ev:angelical faith, have maintained that the Supper
is a memorial of the saving work of Christ. Christ is present in tho
Supper to the faith of the believer,and the wOl.1d "is" means scimlply
signifies. This view does more justice to the text, providin,g it does not
sitress the human side of the ceremony so much that the divino initiaiti'Ve in redemption is lost sight of. We mUSIt l'emomberlbhat the
elements arc pledges of the divine saving initiative in our sialvation,
and all of our remembrance is simply a remembrance of what He has

ot
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done for us and
Our

I came to a leaf
WaS'L'V.,,,-,,e'C,h
And marked in adhildish
'The teachers says to leave
now,
'Tis
ito understand.'
was so hard? I wondered.
VfJvHGU with a
at
learned
tears fell thick as
Up in the attic old,
As I thought of leaves that are 'folded down'
Til'l the days of our lives are told.
"One was folded ,there with a tender hand
To !the sound of summer rain'
When the dust of years liesrmck i~ibove,
Will we open r!1his page again?
And can we write with steady hand,
And on lOur lIps a smiIe,
'At last our Teacher told us "why",
And we learned it-after a while!'"

Next mouth I will he moving from Knofel Staton "lifted up 'the hignciss of
Tennessee to Paducah, Kentucky. Please God" He stressed that rthe message is
let me know if you are f,amiliar with not that God was ahle (in ,the past)
any pre-mHIennial ChurClhes 'Of Christ or will he able one day (in the future).
The needed awareness is Ithrut GiQd ,is
in rthat area.
ahle in :the present. As Lord of all
AUan Whitaker
108 Barley Rd., B-3 the centuries, God must no>!: be releKingston, TN 37763 gated a10neto century one.
"He reminded our ,congregations :that
I still love Ithe W & W after ,all these God
will not honor 'Our ohurohes with
long years ever hefore 1'he War ("The the growth they want, if >they fail to
Big One").
give Him the faith He warns. He
Hope all youhrethrenare in real probed deeply with questions ahout
?;ood hea1th. I love ,and appreciate our
musicalooncerts dmwing higger
each lOne Qf you.
criQwds ,than our prayeT meetings. He
I
Ve ma Kitterman wondered ,if ouer ,substitution of Bible
An exci!ting challenge was, delivered studies in the place of prayer meetings
to !the "conservative Christian Ohurch- spoke to 'Our lack of faJth tha;t God is
es"a:t their major 'annual BjJble confer- able." (From ,a report in the Christian
ence. College pres~dent and writer Standard)
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Eating In The Church Building (2)
Maurice 'A. Meredith
The apostolic church enjoyed common meals in their places
of worship, and these meals were formally designated by
the title, "love_f.easts" (agapai), and are mentioned by Peter
(2J>...@te;r_~J3), and Jude (12).
History is abundant to prove
the existence of these meals, as any fair-minded person will
!' see.
Our first quotation is taken from Bingham's Antiqui.
ties: "For when all the faithful met together, and had heard
the ser. m~n and prayers, and received the communion, they
)
did not immediately return home upon the breaking up of
the assembly, but the rich and wealthy brought meat and
food from their owll. houses, and called the poor, and made
a common table, a common dinner, a common banquet in the
church. And so from this fellowship in eating, and the rev·
erence of the place, they were all strictly united in love one
wi·th another, and much pleasure and profit arose thence to
them all: for the poor were comforted, and the rich reaped
the fruits of their benevolence both from those whom they
fed and from God" (The Antiquities of the Christian Church,
vol: II, book xv, chap. vii, sec. 6, p.830. Pub. by Chatto
d Windns, Piccadilly, London, 1875).
Prof. J. Henry iThayer defines the original word to mean:
"Jove feasts, feasts expressing and fostering mutual love
w" hi.Ch used to be held by Christians before the celebration of
tlie . Lord's Supper, and at which the poorer Christians mingled with the wealthier and partook in common with the rest
of food provided at the expense of the wealthy" (Greek.Eng\ Ush Lexicon, p. 4). You will notice that Thayer thinks the
'-.lOlVEr-feasts were held before the worship, and Bingham illdicates that they were enjoyed .afterwards. It is of little con-.
sequencewlfetlier'Uley"werebeJore or atter. ~he' import;,tnt!
thin~ is that they were Dot conducted duriug the worship.
.
There is much other literature on the subject, but we will!
not belabor the point. Prof. A. J: Maclean gives an exh'!fustive treatment of the topic in Hastings' Encyclopedia. of
Religion and Ethics, which is greatly condensed in Hastings,'
Dictionary of the Apostolic Church, from which we quote:
"There is reason to believe that the common meals, which
afterward gained the name of Agapae, were held by Christians from the beginning. These common meals were an external expression 'of the sense of brotherhood which was
characteristic of the primitive churches" (Vol. I, p. 717).
VVby Did They Cease?
With__the advance of Catholicism came the pag-an philosophy of sacred sites, buildings, and temples. The Council of
Laodicea (A.D. 397), in its 28th canon, forhade any to eat'
or Spread tables "in the house of God." Brethren, today,
who suppress the use of meeting--holIses for basket..dinners
and c6vered-diShluncheons are imitating apostate church
councils, and not apostolic churc h l;)8. There are two errors
'committed here, neither one of which is a .!.rifle: ~
:concmvealJUllding of bricks and mortar, or boards and'
I " ,
;nails. to be the house hi God, and 2) "I:~isla~!:l whe[~
[GJd has not l~. On~L is crass ignorance of the scrip~
:tural definition of the church, and the otber is a-brazen at,
.tempt to usurp the dominion of the one
rd. The matter
:of eating III
e c urc building is an indifferent point, but
:ignorance of the Scriptures and larding it over the church
are both serious.
What Is a Church?
Semeone has weIl said: "The church is never a place, but
always-a people; never a fold. but always a flock; never a
sacred building, but always a believing assembly. The
church is you who pray, not where you pray. A structure of

I

)i

j

brick or marble can no more be a church than your clo!:!!l;ls
of serge or satin can be you. There is in this world_~othing
sacred but man, no sanctuary of. God b:ut the soul."
May we be able to see that "the Most High dwelleth not
in houses made' ·with' 'h~n:d-;-;; - (See Acts 7: 48; 17: 24) . To
use thecnurclibiiiJdingfor a common mealisru;t going to
desecrate it, since it is not the temple we have consecrated
to God, in the first place. Heathenism consecrates bUildings"~§l_,,::t!!g, s,e.asons. Cllrist wlillIs, co.nsAcratea= ~
minds, and bodies. This is the kind of consecration we need
in the church.
More Fellowship Needed
Ill.Jhe average congregation today there are many '1.'110
would hardly recognize much change were ihey suddealy Gis
fellowshipped. About the only time there is any fellowship
is when we meet on Sunday morning. This is due to some
of our habits of living, in which we are allowing ourselves
to be robbed .of the joy of real fellowship. While worship is
important, yet reverence. and respect for it will be enhanced
by fellowship on the other levels~ Some contrary souls can
barely tolerate the experience of· worship with their brethren.
li"eUowshipping ,them on the social level may only serve to
bring out sooner the fact that they must be disfeUowshipped.
But fellowlill1ip ,among those who are Christians and who love
one another, draws them closer 'and strengthens the bonds of
love.

Wallaio,t, ;Burt

, Word has just come' to ~e' that, ' a fine gospel preacher
who was doing full time work with a church in Texas has
had a nervous breakliown. I kn.o~ this brother personally
and he has proven to be a fine gospel preacher, who loves
the Lord enough to give h,im his whole life. He is not new
to full time work for it is my understanding that he has been
preaching since he obeyed the gospel as a very young boy.
Mental breakdowns are not new to those who preach. In
the last five years I have been acquainted with at least four
gospel preachers who have had to stop preaching on doctors'
orders.
'.
Christian people, this is not as it shoul<i be; something is
wrong with the church today when good, men cannot stand
up under the strain that the local cong;regation puts on them.
By this I don't mean a preacher is forced to' work beyond his
ability-hard work has never hurt anyone. The preacher is
expected to preach to suit each member of tlie congregation.
He is expected to dress to please all." He can have no special
friends for fear of making someone jealous. He is expected
to make no mistakes and to know all answers to all Bible
questions. He is expected to visit all members of the church,
all prospective members and all delinquent members, and no
one is expected to visit the preacher. If he preaches first
principle sermons some will say, "Preach more to the church.';
If he preaches to the church they will say, "Why doesn't, he
try to convert the unbeliever," his sermons are "too 'long,"
"too short," "too much reading," "not enough preaching,"
"not enough Scripture;" "too much preaching."
I am not sure of the solution to our problem but we are
going to have to face up to it, and find out why we are causing good meR to have to stop preaching. Again; I ask the
question, WHY?
.

with an Arab & you are safe in his
hospitality. Custom of the East - remember
Lot & his daughters.
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11 :24 "And when he had given thanks II
(1) Not a bone was.
(2) KJV about only one who uses it - even!
as Acts 12 it uses ~.
(3) Called an interpolQtion .•
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12. Bro.
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·PI &.
fry'ls ! from same"G K word - thus in
fellowship with one who hQs.done SO much
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. es' orteS- ~tlis:..

2. It's IiIs
lIP - only by h(!)tJrs can loe
without it. I don't pass water fountains for
health reasons plus & might hit a dry spe'U.
.'.
Pqrched in gard~m.

3. 1'7

! ! .

wor'fhv - none are.
2,' UnwOrthily is mannet of.
1
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a) Jack Evans told of critidzinga man who
Wdlked around during services· - should
not, he's from asylum."",'1 won't say a
word .to you tonight but, when you start
walking I know where yOl,J've been! II
b) So rushed - the minute! th~ cup comes
I scat.
c) Do I ' [ i4Bi
I
?ven

I·

E.

tire
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Rd. Church, Forrest
AR - 12/14/86
OK - 2/8/87
Church,Sparta,TN - 3/22/87
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or meal that
the Lord s

I

I am
share

bene
B. It s
I

know of

g
everla
other meal that

is
fresh
their tasteA~/il~~l
C. It's powerful - I e
draw
closer to Christ or else go
away from Him.

II. Let's study again its everlasting
qualities.

A. First, note how we know the
reality of it.
v.23 - "For I have received
from the Lord what I also
passed on to you: The Lord
Jesus, on the night he was
betrayed, took bread" ,.
delivered.
1. Paul felt it was necessary
to transmit this to the
church.

3.

4. "Paul establishes on an
immovable foundation the
authority of his narrative
It comes from the Lord and
without any middle party
than the apostle himself."
(Godet)
B. Established

betrgyal
night .ZlJer
Jtt/'-~1I1
v.23 - "he took bread and when
he had given thanks, he
broke it and said, "This
is my body, which is for
you; do this in remembrance of me."

3.

all

have arisen
church
at a much later stage
when the Greek modes of
thinking had rather
thoroughly replaced the
semitic ones." (Free)
2. Broke it for you.
3. Take eat - my body broken - you.
a) Jesus gives the disciples the bread as a
symbol of his body
which is about to be
given up for them on
the cross and it
becomes the means of
their salvation.

was

b

when He
carnal
and blood are

~

st
(F.J.B.)

d) Body is given
b§:.De~~Lqu-p~al

all may share in-Qne
body and celebrate the
. uni t,y flin thi1 .;pemorial.
4. ThlS do-as oft-ln remembrance!1 are phrases only
here.

s.

W~re~~~§E~£.;l,ili~Y_~~ing

wllEJ;_~Re~~ammand s .
6. In Remembrance
a) MeIIJ.g.I:~cj~.ad.§:~Lthou t

2e£f?~1 :r,:~on.

b) With the appeal to the
s~: tQ..u~p, t_~~,
~~ we recall.

remember a
lamb whose blood
blessed
fathers,
but
and my
rim about to make.
C

Same manners - took cup1
the deed of the new
covenant, the last
11
makes over to
all the
bless
here and hereafter
2. Testament or covenant.
3. Blqod
a) His blood established a
new covenant between God
and man.
b) eu ~..j:-h§_".~s..~~.l.__QL_g.ssura~~!=. . .9~~~~~E~!?_~.!I13,,_Jn~:
clud~d

within this

c9~g.nI:·~~··---~~·~---

c) Our sinful bodies are
made clean by His body
that was offered for all
and our souls washed
through His most precious
blood.
D. As oft as ye drink.
1. Oft a Greek expression that
means "as many tim~_!? ..~'
----~---"==~~~. ~

2.
E. In Remembrance.
L Recalls the
s
He
2 At all
3

s

of

He has
for us.
we feel

4.

5.
F. Show His Death
1. It's a living sermon.
2. It means to )2E~S~J:£iro.
3. Pl:"ec;LchesHisdeath and is a
wItness'~to ~the~world of our
devotion to the Lord and
our re~~i,anca~ooIL-Hi~~Lod~gth
until He~.comes.
7~~ '_~=."=V~_~~=_~'~'=~

G. Til He Comes
1. As long as the church lasts
the Supper will continue to
be celebrated for the object
for which it was instituted.
2. How could anything so simple
and pure be corrupted.

7
II

ss

2

3.

4

of
true

wor
What
those who take
the bread without the
or vice versa?
6. Unworthiness in the person
is not what ought to exclude
any but rather unworthily
communicative.
B. Examine Himself.
1. Don't trivialize the Supperit is too profound.
2. "Examine" is to denote a
moral ~:ccise whereby a
mari-pu t s hi s h~jaLL±o-~:the
p£Qof. ----~-~~
5

3. H~_j1!-dg:::~_ hi.~1JlS'~§J f~~"~~~L~~<L, his
own feelings about Jesus .
. ~~ __~=~~<_<'''''''''''~.~_"...~_,~~.~~~~.=-=-_-="~~'-~=-~-''''c__ =~"..

8.

:rv. The
A.
Jesus.
B. Sign of a
brotherhood.
C. Memorial to Christ
His
death for man.
D. Obedience to Christ's own
commands.
E. An ordered life that awaits
His second coming.
South Harpeth - 11/5/00
Mason Sylvis (requested prayers)
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' ren.'t>UK p~.. 7Irw
1, • It "Wf!J:,', ',off,ectionatel y s"tect~'#l",~," ~..~ l'(rt~1 ,k"liS"';'
b thren. II "
'
,
2 • nM'Ire
G(J'' ,dt- --;p(r/t-.
B. 'Nnen ye come together~;,
1. Held earlier outlined w'hqt ~y were to do.
2. Everythi ng to be condu¢ttdfilan orderl y manner.
3. '$liy spirit hod already invqjed the love feasts.
4. P~r put t& shame. 51.~ i(t.l. ~pi~,.f:«l( 'I(
5. 1l1ch got drunk.
~~ ~'i.
t. ht unworfhi Iy - had nose~ of grea,tness of
. ~ is dOing .
.,. Orl~! else had ought agalMt his _ther.
C. Terry~' for ~flOther.· ~ee (/lei ~, '
1 ''bf~ittQ welcome.
e.m,£"fu' sal Dt::1~?
2. Thmk of the body.
, I
3. They thought as individvals, not (::IS II me mQ",.r
tl\ebodyll where anshOn!~d~T~ls ti""'1e>;)I(
4. O.led of feast was not nourishment, but t1!l) be
IMrD.t'iiU -

,
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, "

r
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~thef.

"'5", Said ectat home, thus put more prominence

on

the Supper ~ it, is not thus in competitiof'l (::It c
6. }:iQve we lOst the baute of fellowship?
. a.) We concentrate so much on our medifC';Jfion w;'!J
cbn't"'on sl1oringjoyfullyc our teUow me~B.

''''',

.'
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I.

i

\

man severa

A. We can find ""","""1"'"" "I
Rom. 12
I
12

.4

as

,,,1 • See Howard List #'3.
2. Carter Card #4.
B. Let's look at some & identif)".
1. 9 of L'Roy # 5 . ; '
2. Pentecost If 6,.. Pr
3. Warfield 1f1b - f)
a.} 4 miracle periods: Moses, Elijah, Christ,
Apostles.
b.) 209 of Mark's 666 verses related to miracles.
4. A'postles were 1st in importance.
S. Discern the Spirits.
I Cor. 12:10 liTo another the workIng of1ooiracles; to 01
I In. 4:1 "Beloved, belreve not every spirit, but try t~
C. Words of caution.
1. Keep, unity.
Rom. 12:4..,6 "For as we have many members in one bo<
I Cor. 12:4-6 Now there are diversities of gifts, bvt t~
12 1!For as the body is one, 'and hath many ~
14 IIfor the body is not OMe member I but ~
Eph. 4:4-8 "There is one body I and one Spirit , even ~
2. Covet-, best.
'
I
.l Cor. 1,2,: 10 "To another the working of, m, i,r,a,cles; to
.' 3. Came by laying on of hands Brents
I
", ,4. Duration - no longer need prophet c ~rp., here. i
/
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d&ftti&ney that accounted for his ultimate personal
had conquered most of the ancient world.

.Mat Q1t:et he

liThe Person and Ministry of the Holy Spirit, A Wesleyan
Perspective" ... By Charles Webb Carter -Page 267

The first of the nine endowments listed in the passcsge is 'lithe
word of wisdom, 11 (Greek, logos sophias). The gift has to do with
th~ maki'ng known, to the people of the lord, God's plan and
purpose for His Church. It has to do with the spiritual principles
that govern God's elective choices for us. It presents the deep,
sptrihJoI truths that lie bock of God's will for our lives.
liThe Holy Spirit in Today's World" - By W. A. Criswell
Page 171

Second only to 11the wgrd of wis4:>m 11 is the gift of lithe word of
knowledge,l1 (Greek fog-=;'sgnoseos). This is the gift of appraisal
and of judgment concerning things as they ore. It is the ability to
grasp the truth about a present situation: seeing, knowing, understanding, as the Holy Spirit sees, knows and understands.
"The Holy Spirit in Today's World" - By W. A. Criswell - Page

172

Three Greek words are used in the New Testament for
l1f[!iracle"; namely, semeion, tera, and dunamfs-. Semelon is a
miracle as a sign authenticating the divine mission of the doer. It
is translated "sign. II Tera is a miracle as a wonderful thing,
named for the effect of astonishment it has on the beholder. It is
translated llwonder. II Dunamis is a miracle as an exhibition of
divine power. It Is translated l1miracle" (as here in I Corinthians
12:10, 28, 29), as a "mighttde_edlt (II Corinthains 12:12). AU
three words are used in such passages as Acts 2:22, II Corinthians
12:12; Hebrews 2:4.
liThe Holy Spirit in Today's World" - By W. A. Criswell - Page

178

A rgjracle is an interruption, an intervention, in the system of

w;

nature as
know it. It is a temporary suspension of the laws that
govern this world as we commonly observe them. A mirade is
l1supernatural, 11 above the lInatural. 11
liThe Holy Spirit in Today's World" - By W. A. Criswell - Page

178

Sometimes we use the word 11miracle l1 in a figurative sense. Wei
say Ita sunset is a miracle of beaUtY a~d loveliness, 11 or, "a
.
Christian is a miracle of grace, 11 or I lla mother is a miracle of
patience and self-sacrifice. 11 But this use of the word is not in the
same sense as turning common dust into insects (Moses), or dividing
a stream by the sweep of a mantle (Elijah and Elisha), or feeding
5,000 with a few loaves and fishes (Jesus).
ItKThe Holy Spirit in Today's World" - By W. A. Criswell - P

-~----------.-~-------
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Spirit

World" - By W. A.

I - Page 1

A miracle is a sovereign work of God, a manifestation of
divine power, given to substantiate and corroborate a message from
God. Miracles were never performed to be spectacular; they were
never performed to attract people to the miracle worker; they were
performed to authenti cate, to substantiate, to corroborate a I'
message from God.
-;;.
liThe Divine Comforter ll

-

By J. Dwight Pentecost - Page 180

ffMy conviction then is, that the power of working
miracles was not extended beyond the disciples upon whom
the apostles conferred it by the imposition of their hands..ll
As the number of these disciples gradually d!n;tinished, ~
instances of the exercise of miraculous powers became
continually less frequent ,and ceased entirely at the death
of the last individual on whom the hands of the apostles had
been laid. 11

::~i:~ :i:i::~$ ::::~:d:::~:'~r:~~ :~C:GUi.J
.

&-PJ.

Pages 26-27
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_____~_______________________ ~___J

..
The gifts, then, are not all of equal value, but are
graduated. Paul recognized such a distinction. "Greater is he
that prophesieth than he that speaketh with tongues. 11 In his list
of gifts, he specifically sets them in order of importance.
llFirst. .• secondarily ••. thirdly ••• after that .•• then ••• 11 Let us
be careful not to put first that which God has put last.
"The Holy Spirit and His Gifts" - By J. Osw"ld Sanders

Page 112

1~

}1

G1FT OF HEA UNG
:1 Cor. 12:8
I. No doubt that one of the gifts of the Holy Spirit
was to heal.
A. Christians claimed & used it.
B. Non-Christians did too.
C. Some today obviously claim this power •
II. The Gift of Healing.
i
A. Litera lIy gift of cures.
i
B. Does the cross grant physically or spiritual heali~
Isa. 53:5 IIBut he was wounded for our transgressions, i
I Pet. 2:24 "Who his own self bare our sins in his own
C. Is it God's will that all be made well?
.1. Paul· had a thorn.
2. AII sickness not result of sin.
3. Some psychosomatic
a.) Romans had a saying, "A sound mind is a so~~
J......
.. ~
II
·':1.
wuy.
D.Why do people become HI?
1. Permitted by God. .
Lv. 13: -16 - ';oman, 18 yrs •
2. Work of SatQn.
Acts 10:38 f' Healed oppre~ed of the devil
3. Chastening of the lord.
Exo. 15:26 - No dis~s~s.
Nu. 11:33 .l.ord smote c plague
Acts 12:23 Arvel smote him
I Cor. 11 :30-32 For thts ~ause many are weak
4.01ormes Qad.
In. 9:1-3 Blindman - works of God
<

•

n

I

..1

2. ,
In. 11:4 Not to death but glory
5. Violate health laws.
a.) 70% deaths due to over wt. Food .&alcohol
(caused by desire to belong to group & home
example).
b.) Donlt breathe right - heart attacks 25% more
frequent if smoker.
c.) Don It relax.
phil. 4:6 IIBe careful for nothing"
d .) Burden of work.
Dan. 8:26-27 Fainted - sick
Phil. 2:25-~0 Epaphroditus
Mk.6:31
Apart -rest.
6. Spiritually deepening.
2 Cor. 12:7-10 Exalted above measure
Ps.119:71 Itisgood-afflicted - learn
E. What do you do when become sick?
1 • Pray.
3 In. 2 Prosper & be in health.
James 5:15 Prayer of faith
2. Exercise faith.
Matt. 13:58 Did not due to unhelief
Isa. 38:21 Hezekiah & figs
3. Call Dr.
Matt. 9:12 Sick need physical
Lu 10:34 Bound wounds,. oil
Rev. 3:18 Anoint c eye salve
Acts 28:8-10 Paul & Publius
4. Glorify God.
Deut. 3:24 Can do anything

'";-

\

,

one can
disorder one can't
I,
I Tim. 5:23 Drink no longer water
Acts 14:22 Much tribu
Rom. 8:18-23 Groan
I
. 15:26
,~

....'rri,,'r

+~-.-

All can: a

Directly I there came into my hands a strange feeling, and it came
on down to the middle of my arms and began to surgel It was like .i
a thousand--like ten thousand--then a million volts of electricity.
It began to shake my hands and to pull my hands. I could hear, as
it were, a zooming sound of the power. It pulled my hands higher
and held them there as though God took them in His. There came
a voice in my soul that said, Illay these hands on the sick and I
will heal them! II • • • In an air-conditioned room, with my hands
lifted •.• and my heart reaching up for my God, there came the
hot, molten lava of His love. It poured in like a stream from
Heaven and I was lifted up out of myself. I spoke in a language
I could not understand for about two hoW:~. My body perspired as
though I was in a steambath: the Baptism of Fire!
~ "J~~e Holy Spirit for Me?!!. By Harvey Floyd - Pag.48
Sometimes the testimonies speak of outward signs observable by
others as well as an internal feeling:

!

When they were praying, the doctor's wife· saw a crown o~
fire over my head and a cloven tongue as of fire in front I
of the crown. Compare Acts 2 :3-4. The broth... from
Norway, and others, saw this supernatural highly red
light. The very same moment, my being was fiHed with
light and an indescribable power, and J began to speok
in a foreign language as loudly as I could.
Ills the Holy Sp:~it For Me?U - By Harvey Floyd - Poge 49

from the dead dwell in you, he that raised up Christ from the dead
shall also quicken your mortal bodies by hi Spirit that
elleth in
you 11 (Romans 8:11). A II three Persons of he'·Godhead e pledged
to this remembrance of our infirmities • saving, heal" g grace.
i

liThe Holy Spirit in Today1s Worldll - By W. A.

riswell - Page 189

If men have the gift of healing, there is only one place
wher~ it ought to exercised: not in a tent I or auditorium to whIch
the sick ore invited to come, but in the hospital where the sick
ore. Pve never known a divine healer who came to a city togo
up and down the corridors of the hospitals to dispense the gift he
claims he has. It would be very hard to get a large offerIng
there!
liThe Divine Comf«·ter ll

-

By J. Dwight Pentecost

Page 187

unorthodox treatment.
LVU"' ... , " I said when I visited her the
after surgery,
"when we operated on you we had to
a tube into your
windpipe to give you the anesthetic. When we did that, I
noticed your vocal cords were stuck together just a bit so I
spread them apart. I bet that's why you've had to whisper
all these years. By tomorrow I think your voice will be
back to normal."
.
Sure enough, when I made rounds the next day Louise
was all smiles. She spoke to me in a perfectly normal voice.
"U's wonderful! Dr. Nolen," she said. "Spreading those
vocal cords did it. Thank you very much." ...
I didn't cure her by spreading her cords but after four
years of mourning Louise was ready to forgive herself, and
I gave her an excuse for getting her voice back ... The
medical literature is full of cures of hysterical symptoms
~
like Louise's. 8
The disorders "cured" by miracle healers are like Louise's. "It is
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A PLACE fOR CANDLES AS WELL AS STARS

t'
1

~.
Cor. 12:22-26
I. I re9~ the .bo~e in the Meth. Interpreter's Bible.
A • It's true. j
B. If's "eede'd. t
C. It's inspiratioAal.

D.

"

ect.

w~ei.:g;et~j~n~to~i~-;;=;!!~~

1. I~
2.
a.) Foot & hand.~ lJ.,f
b .) Ear & eye.
3. _ _ _ _. . .

V. 14.

II

a.) eye I where hear?
b.) Hear, where smeH?
4
a.)
b.) It

5.
a.) Eye can't discard hand.
b.) Norhead feet.

functions.
b.) Be mi ndful of weaker members.

~t +ted.

~

*' '3.f'.y <-/0 ~t'll;i$/t. 'tie. ~. ~

.i;-

..,

\,

,

2.
c. )
d.)

n9 of a
soldier as "just a private. 11 He said lithe
pri vote is the man who wi ns the war. II
'j iliS y sMm 1e@61~:
(1) Enuf whitewash to paint 1 chicken coop via
Ii me. ~y.. -h"xtJe, t~ ~ ';UI#X;t» LIr.
(2) Enuf s~alitt, 't'frT6"ne1~~ l I = r ~ds
(3) Enuf iron for 1 tenpenny nai I •
:iWJS 4"~
(4) Some water.
I

e.""]

!

,
i

a.
b.)~

ti ve parts of the body.1
_____
~_

c.) Ft. not disturbed, it's not the hand.

d'~~~~!!IJ~ftI!~!'

e.)
tem
.•
C':1trJt j
Gal. 6:4 IIBut let every man prove his own work, dhq
Gal. 6:2 IIBear ye one another'
so fulf~

f.

I

I

II
Every part is vital to health of who e.
L CD~~ eMit", i ,f6W. wJ.f.lf
.~~

I!
J

b.) We don't say limy finger has a painfi but 111
have a pain in my finger. II
c.) Up & II 1& Ug Ii 6 &I idi £l rir~~
d.) Small service opposed to big indicate the dept~
&. range of our consecrati on.
e .) I I
~
PI
, 1 2 311 didI E
; ] 111M
"J II
in the church.

b.) We respect ea. other.
c .) We sympathi ze c ea. other.
d .) A II Chr. are a port of the 1 body.
Acts 2:41 IIThen they that gladly recei ved his word
Col. 1 : 13 IIWho hath deli vered us from the power of
I Cor. 12: 13 IIFor by one
e. )
III. Can} we then
A. Feel we belonq toqether.
B. Cooperate toqether •
l C. Love each other~
I D. Keep the ,;uni ty •
iJt.t.\l.~ /"s
I

J

\

\

;,

.:
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TESTING OF r"lNGUES
)

~ Cor. 112:2.-31

I.

,f

I. Preaching is mpst inter~sti~g--you constantly meet
the unexpe;deiJ.
1
A. J saw So. Fork, Wi~ton-Salem c 200 members
and $1, OOO~ 00 contr'ibution. It surprised me.
B. It surprises me that I must speak on tongues--not
exposing the errors in the Pentecostai Church
but rather among my own brethren.
II. There are many and varied reasons offered for their
popularity among a very small corps today. This
we skip.
A. Even as we do many passages that speak of
tongues.
B. Rather we concentrate on one paragraph - I Cor.
12:28-31. Let's try to understand it. Read Text.,
III. God put things in the church.
.
A. Apostles.
1. Groups of apostles.
(a) The 12 in Jerusalem.
(b) From Antioch - Paul, Barnabas, Silvanus.
I
(c) Men with localized responsibilities.
,
2 Cor. 8:23 IIThey are the messengers of the churches~
2. These were conscious ofa call & the whole
church recognized it.
Gal. 1:15 IIBut when it pleased God &
Acts 13:1 II Now there were in the church certa
Gal. 2:7 "When they. saw that the gospel of th
2
Cor. 12:12 IITruly the signs of an apos. were
I
3. Qual ifications Acts 1 :22
__4___ .C&JILj.d--D.ottrjffi~tMlr.~er.iL ..........

L
I

~I

~.

'Prophets.

1. Special people.
Acts 15:32 flAnd Judas & Silas, being prophets
Acts 11 :27 "And in those days came pro
.
Acts 21: 10 "And as we tarried there many
2. Church did not choose - only tests & recognize:
them.
3. This gift allows you to call along side.
4. Itls like having a representative before the law
5. It also allows you to pounce on, attack, overpower & shame the sinner.
C. Teachers.
1. MacKnight contends there are inspired teachen
I Cor. 14:6 II Now br., if I come unto you speaking
Eph. 4:11 IIAnd he gave some apostles, & some prophi
2. F.J. B. says teaching more dazzling than
i
working miracles.
D. Miracles.
1. Power to work them.
E. Gifts of Healing.
1. 3x N. T.
I Cor. 12:9, 28, 30.
2. Sincence on it says danger in making much of
which God made little.
I
3. If still current - wide range should be produced
today as in Apostl estime •
F. Helps.
1. Assisting the weak.
I
2. We are told nothing about this gift.
I
II

- - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - __ ~~ _______________ .~ ______ __<::---------. __ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ___ ~ _
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3.

1

G. Governments.
1. Another word Ifdirectorsfl - steering of a ship
by a skilled pilot.
2 . To manage an affair with judgment.
3. Cybernate - a manager.
H. Diversities of Tongues.
1. Matthew Henry said this was lowest, most
useless & insignificant of gifts.
2. We sometimes are proud of what is of least
worth.
3. Vain to speak languages to merely amuse or
exalt self.
4. This gift is a mischievous thing when made to
feel pride & part of contention.
5. Pulpit Com. IIThey are emotional gifts which
had only a very subordinate part in the work of
edifying & are therefore placed below the gifts
of knowledge, of power I of practical life. II
.
6. Order deliberate - apostles first, tongues last-i
Interp. Bible.
7. Billinger said, "GK glossa is exclusively
languages. II
8. N. B. Wright's statement.
I
9. Gift of tongues came from same source apostlesJ
did--thus not taught to speak in tongues any ,
more than taught to be an apostle!
10. Prophecy is better than tongues.
I Cor. 14:5
I. Interpretation of Tongues.
1. Define tongue.

5.

C. God doesnft give same gifts to all. No one is
self sufficient. We aJ! need one another.
1. Some were temporary.
(
2. Others were to abide--faith, hope, love.
D. There was a gift above all these - love.
E. Gifts were to:
1. Common good.
2. Not conflicting c Incarnate.
3. Establish & express Lordship of Jesus.
4. Remember one gift possessed did not make one
better than the one who did not possess it.
F. Covet best gifts.
1. That which we aim at we usually attain.
2. Most imp_ aspect of Chr. is the practical side.
G. Holy Spirit never violates an individual--never
attacks or destroys, rather bri ngs gifts.
1. John HS filled from birth - only such - did no
signs or miracles. In. 10:41
2. Jesus never spoke in tongues.
H. SignS', were for confirmation.
Heb. 2:3-4
1. We must not trust feelings tho as they deceive.
I Cor. 12:1-2
2. Pagans have religious feelings that stir the
emotions.
3. If I accept one of these, I'll take all 9. Plus
that P II add the 5 of Mark 16 & the 1 of Acts raising the dead.
4. When a man casts out demons takes up serpent$~
Drinks poison

,
\.

G. R.L.
WHERE THE BIBLE SPEAKS. . . .

You've got to know where you're going if you want to get
there. Our goal in interpreting the Scriptures is to "speak where the
Bible speaks, and to be silent where the Bible is silent." To say we
have reached that goal would be nothing less than pure arroganceor ignorance.
The other day I decided to do a little checking on myself
and see how close I was coming to the target. "A good measure,"
I thought, "would he to see what emphasis the New Testament writers gave to different subjects." So I set out to count the number of
times that certain words are found in the New Testament (using a
concordance, naturally).
SOJ}l.• !3a~nfy~t:mo~~tQfeJ:p~reon·.~o·uUln~s£f,s·Ou.fc··h0]lars~.,,.;..r"--~.'-

I counted all of the times

-~ bressed'LiJitl) esus

6e1Y!its:TMt.

JI

me

"he," "him," or "who"). With e occurrences of the word "faith"
were taken the associated fonus, "belief," "believe," etc. Then I
took "baptism" with its verbal ~orms. I did the same with SOlW'
othf'r words, and here are the results:

Subfect
. Number 9f times in the N. T,
Lord Jesus Christ . .'. .... . . . 2,212
Faith . ; "
.
515
Grace, mercy .
18:3
Church . . . .
112
Baptism . . '. . .
:35
·.~at does this prove? This one thing~, if nothing else:

all

thtn{!,~

"That in

HE might have the preeminence (Col. I: 18 ) .

._
-

In' our speaking, in our thinking, how many of us-even preachers-really give to the Lord Jesus the place that this simple word~'fo~ count shows is His?
SECOND THOUGHTS

And now I'd like to add a few comments to the preceding, which
appeared in a church bulletin nearly nine years ago. First, we should
not conclude that infrequent mention of something in the Scriptures makes it ,unimportant. When God speaks-though it be but
once-let all the earth hearl

,

,

'.
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Lei us consider the
then
smue uufOltunate
modem
the movement.
J.

a.

Do vou ask: To
was this commission
Read vs.
1!J,20: .rAnd they went forth,
preached everywhere, the Lord
working with
and confirming the word by the signs that fo1!tnved. Amen."
apostles are in view.
with VS. 20 we do
to consider Heb. 2:3,4: "How
escape, if we neglect so great a salvation? which having at
thtr'first been spoken through
Lord, was confirmed unto us by
them that heard; God also
witness with them, both by
signs and
and by manifold powers, and
gifts of
Holy
Spirit, according to his own \vill."
6. \Ve
to some of
('\'en that of
it would emharass
of spiritual gifts
The hook of Acts is a good
how God fulfilled these nrr""i,'."" to the apostles.
II. UNFORTUNATE, EVEN DEADLY MISTAKES MADE TODAY
\Ve do not apologize for the blunt way we head this section.
Head on; you will understand. Yes, we mean to list certain mistakes made by SOllie or an of the exponents of the tongues movement today. These errors would include the following:
81

1. Of the five signs given to the apostles in Mark 16 plus
that of raising the dead as was done in Acts, most of these exponents
choose only the matter of tongues. Why is this so?
2. They confuse the signs given to the apostles and make
wrong ,general applications. This error is evident in item 6.
",,,,,,,"," ,,,;,.~~,,,,,,,,';I-" ~

c.

3. They affirm what the Bible does not say; i. e. that the
Word being confirmed originally needs to be confirmed today
after all these near 2,000 years. And in the face of 1 Cor. 13:8:
"Whether there be tongues they shall cease." So one counters: It
also says that knowledge shall be done away; and, Has it? Exactly;
knowledge has been done away-according to the context. Mind you,
this section of 1 Cor. 12-14 is talking about spiritual gifts, and knowledge as a spiritual gift (new revelations) has been done away. See
Jude 3 and 1 John ~: 13: It is the last hour. Now we have Christianity in its final form as given by God; there is to be no new revelation.
4. They affirm the statement: One must be able to speak in
tongues as evidence that one possesses the Holy Spirit. This is entirely foreign to the teaching of the New Testament. We heard the president of some tongues speaking group make the statement. He
further said that only 3% of the Pentecostal people speak in tongues.
Wherein does the error lie? In Rom. 8:9b we read): "But if any
man hath not the spirit of Christ, he is none of his." If you put
these two things together you see it simply means: If one does not
speak in tongues, one is. not saved. Christ never made that assertion;
Paul by the Spirit did not say it to the Romans, or to the Ephesians,
or to the Philippians, nor to the young preacher Timothy.
5. It has been observed that there is a tendency for those in the
movement to consider themselves to be of a superior spiritual breed.
The Corinthian church where this gift was given to an unusual extent
by God was a carnal and not a spiritual group. It could be, in ways
not fully understood, that the tongues movement may be far more of
the flesh than is realized.

..

. .

~

c.-

:::.;;....6,

The sixth mistake is an inference or wrong conclusion drawn·~trom Acts 1 and 2. We believe the error is quite essential to the
advocates of the movement. Read the record and the movement falls
apart at the seams.
Find who is the antecedent of "they" in Acts 2:1. The verse
says: "And when the day of Pentecost was now come, THEY were
all together in one place." Who are classed as the antecedent of·
this "they'? Chapter one ends-with "the eleven apostles." So when
the day of Pentecost was now come, "they" -the apostles-were all
together in one place. And there appeared unto "them" tongues;
and "they" were all filled with the Holy Spirit, and began to speak
with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance. See Acts
2:1-4.
82
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answers some

the

II.

and

I'm a
B. He has a
L

2.

shere &;
3. Never home when I
C. Set
1. There is order and organization
this organism.
2. This is earliest description of the
Christian ministry.
(New song clip)
3. God knows every member and assigns
special tasks.
4. No one should consider himself useless or unimportant.
5. Clement said there is a certain
mixture in all things and their
usefulness is contained therein.
6. We have diversified members.
7. Remember the good of the whole
should be our uniform object.
(Barclay)

Cor. 8 23

2.
iGaL 1:15

13:1
2:7
2 Cor. 12:12
3. The 12 met
Acts. 1:22

4. They did not transmit their powers
or positions.
5. Interpreters says God chose apostles
and none else.
6. Note the establishment of order:
Apostles 1st, tongues last.
B. Prophets
Acts 15: 32
11:27
21:10
1. Church was to recognize & test them:
2. This gift allowed you to call along
side, represent one before the law.
3. Inspired revealers of God's mind.

James
to
Administration

D.
the
See the
on believers
--each deficient--each supplies
something.
4. Each is for all and all for each.
5. Clip on Job Applicant.
E. Healings
1. But first let's look at "gifts."
a) They are a power.
b) No one person had them all.
(1) Thus none self sufficient.
(2) We all need each other.
(3) Our vacancy means we need
the filling of others.
(4) Not intended for our boastful I
pride.
c) Since God apportioned them He
expects us to work with those
who are so blessed.

never
an
does he ever

us
whole

Some are:

2. Now on the healing.
3. McDonald story
F. Helps
1. There is much each can do.
2. A whispered need of assistance from;
the very humblest organ is heard
every recess of the corporeal
structure (P. C.).
3. Ministration to poor & ill.
4. Clip on work experience.
5. Children & Bible Read-- DL
G. Governments
1. Directors = steering of a ship by
skilled pilots.
2. Managing affairs with good judgements.
3. Leading=cybernetics, a manager.

s

4.

to

5.
6.

A.
B.

c.

have, the
Covet--love!
1. What we
at we usually
2. Lowest has its place but aim at that
which is high.

VIII. THE LIGHTER SIDE OF LIFE
. The clever YOUl'lg man said to his date. "I heard a real good one the other
day..D.0 ou .know the difference between a double hamburger and a seven~
course dinner?"
"No;" said the girl, "I sure don't."
"In that case," said the young man, "we11 stop in at McDonalds on the
way home tonight"
Y.

CHRISTIAN CLIPPINGS
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Blank Expressions

. ON ,~N ~xtracurric~lar-activities questionnaire under

rlence, a gui wrote: Housemaid in parents' home."

"Work Expe-

X

-Overseas School of lIome N~l¥llelt"

/

For a
teach
rithmetic.
it,
a forcible
act:
that it is more
to be fitted to live in heaven. There
iiied to live in this
is no
these
The
that so
and
presses his ehild is the worst enemy that child has,
be rr.ade
to feel this when he meets that child at the judgment of God. It is
better to face the question honestly now.
David

III.

see more.
3. Illustrate with Virginia Floyd's class
4.

~:';~:~'~Tf~li~g:lii~~';;.f~~A:~lJtiti~ni~r
~~kE"iH··t'ohgllk~~ .......: ........

5. Tongue giftTir¥a'seas~l1--love is

eternal.

6. Miffus'T6ve"S" ·soundlng··15:ra.ss'·~rra
tirrx~ng"

cymb'als:"

a) Denotes a lo~,sootlt, battle cry
(very opposite of love & peace).
b) Gymtmfsnb melody:-who can sing'
a drum!
7. ThU'&S'e'e' talent ano'rniracles without.
lo¥~ is nothing.

B.

may originate in an imeTft>r
motlv'afjtm.
2. I may give tdty,~e'se6f:Q.; . ()!3t~,nJ~ijQ~,.
3. I may share so I ~ll¥"K'eep'more for
and~wt)r:thy

m~lf.

4 • AIFMf'>~an<''5e''*injUriOu'VsY~t(rrecepieht

w~,~n ,livesinrdlell.ess, uses
another's gold and loses all selfrespect.
5. C~~,·lwifrgdtsrespel~t'as· fh~one"

wha.'&egs'Hi{i{;lsas much as the one
whQ,gives.

VI.

Notirrital:>ts .
r'There is no more sure sign of
discipline in a morally cultured mind
than the habit of forbearance,
tolerance and patience." (P. C. )
5. "It means in regards to wrong never
repeated from our neighbor as a
victory over resentment. The term
denotes the long waiting time during
which the man refuses to give way
to his feelings." ( Godet)

4.

3.
4.
5.

c .•
' ...

D.
2. It's not Inflation or swelling by
self conceit.
3. It's not boastful.
4. Puff meaftsc~'t(lJ~sw~rr; "tnWC$Wagg~r';"
5, TiT@f~pr~~.m~~.. aij,g,.,,~bJ'.Q.,gAAtman
is'''~ffllr~of'fiimserr;his .thoughts ~and

2.

studies the propriety of nftrnner;s '
and shows. thej:nstin(!t of right
dem-ean6r from whIch' all good
breem·ng pro£,eeds ' " .
3. It"'s·deeor'ous-':"'keeps within the
bounds of propriety &]s cOllrleous .

5.

6.
sick,
comfort
rear the orphll,g.
7. He thinks of the welfare of his
fellowman and has no time and no
inclination for thought of selfexultation, aggrandizement and
ambition.
8. It's

H.
of evil.

2. WMr«asb'!'fl'l'~~+€vil't&+~eBJ:itcretuses to

beaP,it in its mind.
3. DOe8+notaffIX:1i'tterttion and keep
it a!fbceg on wrong stlffered~

6.

L

J.
t'6v~ot~rs'cfanuI'~s

Conceals' ap(j Qovers' 'upfrifirmities
of'Oth'Efrs which envy, 'pride, malice
delight in exposing .
3. Excuses oth:ers-~throw the mantle
over their faults cnarglfigit$elf
as needs be with all the painful
results that may follow.
4. Is not suspicious';'
5. Lovedoes.nat~gl'oW'wel:I'I'Y in hope
bu'f'perseveres.
"
6. Li't:.·-ta 'hQ1:Q''"o:n'Ul'rt'l~t
7. EnttureSf'
Beth Brazil & Tommy Luberda wedding--5/28/00
Berry's Chapel - 7/16/00
Riverwood (BC) - 9/3/00

·_

)T~ l'O~~J~;,~ g~~/H~I~AN

I. No wcfd ~ed mo~e freql)ently & perhaps loosely
thon JeWe .. !.
.
A •. lovJ!OJrJ - ·lo~eman.
B. love Me' - Keep commandments.
C. love One - Demonstration of di$cipleship.
D. I love him but----II. What do we mean when we say "we love"?
Fortunately, God i,dentifies it for us. Jesus
demonstrated it, the Holy Spirit has written it.
I Cor. 13:4-7
A ."QQEitl)6:JlI!IifM.... I...,,>!
1. Patience in misfortune.
2. Pressure comes, it still loves.
,
3. One said "it understand~ otld theFfore waHs. II
4. Jesus on cross ,delT!onstrate~ it. ,
5. Note ~itilement.
,

"ste)'. if kinin..

.. ,-

1. Love creCttes atmosphere in which kindness ,can
grow.
.
2. NCtme some characteristics of kindness.:
(a) Consideration.
(b) Thoughtfulness.
(c) Gentleness.
3. Itis active, gives self awCtY in selfless d,e~s.
4;,911 It ., 'JIJ~uarry - go wider b~fore you 90
deeper.

~it' I'

l

,71'. rnl(]~

1. Means teala.U".to get heated up.
2. Restle~s under pressur~ of,selfishness & h?tred~.--,-.:J!IP

\

"

~.

~.

t .... , .'_1118."1,1 11'11" .8,d,. 1111,1,*"",.

;.!.

r,

7

4. Mayflower vs. drk illustration.
'ih nitll Ifllfili I tlr ' II L IEs nil.
1;. A
,. Key word is uitself. II
Ste
.;11'1.1[$
2. Does modesty brag - no conceit.~'" P+~
3. Tell of 'Ub' I ty.
left •• itJf/~~
F ~~rit" b pt I ff~~ ~~
fI
~ ...,
l~i
from word for ",
II
2. It doesn't puff out like a pair of bellows.

QIIll

,....,Mft

1,::;;;.

uf

3,

L N_ '; ''''poltIS, unmonnerIY.4.j)o-e.sn&1i;~
2. Courtesy & consideration shown. ,u;tof pheeol'hille
3. We see love in control.
Wt1 5 In &11 ill'
~~ "~24V1 no!.,;1)2I] i
1. Jesus never sought HIS, own inte~e~ti.;+'::'tk:li
2. Gave self that others might live.nlf~; mI. I
K ! 2'12 h f rHu 'M'rekld
r r I
j
1. Easily perhaps' does not ,belong - that softens lovel
I

t

>N:e,o

2. love" nt h II y.

I

3. Some have on incendiary character.
4., love's nol'ltllllttble, n()t ~ ff:lmfJewed.

J.I au, ,Mph,*

HI' iQIJ/ l{e~,fe'fYl'l

'>

.t I

~

I

'J

1. li t. qat tak ip, IfOOr.?t of 7'; na.mevt' e2A t~
2. Doesn't.Eii' mapk IIjo record every wrong, ,
, slight, hurt - preserved so you can "g.....,en. II
3. Forgives & forgets.
4:d2 "null! Ills said never forgot a kirdness &
had no rdOm. to recall a wrong.
5. ,*" dcrsp't 'FT , .leWds . ,
fl tJ/--,5~~-cl
I

b. ,\lor d£tSPt'Ol!>t.<S- f)~ep fit? ~e~tJfl~lJe

\,.

\.

•

I

I
I

!
I'

\...

II.
III.

57-66.
A. Man
L

man. "
2. In
a
Joseph.
a) Right man at Right
b) Secret disciple.
c) Did wealth hinder him?
d) Did public office hinder him?
3 . Counsellor
4. Good & Just
a) One of few called good.
b) Clip on Jonestown.
5. Consented not to deed--must decide either for or against Him.
6. Arimathaea
a) Don't know location.
b) Some say same as Ramathaena-Zophin.
I Sam. 1: 19
7. City of the Jews.
8. Waited for the Kingdom of God.

2,

B.

dead.
e) Prevent
that
believe He arose.
Worse to believe this, easier to
pervert his teachings than meet
this truth--the resurrection.
g) Does this mean they saw the
crucifixion as tI an error!!?
h) Did you ever see a guard at
any other grave to prevent a
resurrection? Only Matt. records
this.
i) Think scattered disciples would
steal the body?
3. Joseph asked for body.
a) He believed Him to be dead.
b) Bodies left on cross to rot
usually.
c) Pilate gave to both Joseph & to
Jews (Matt. 27: 62-66)--great
politician.

3,

c.

was

b)

4. Hewn
No other way
b) Stone at door
5. Never man before
a) No mistaken identity.
b) No one but Jesus could come
from that grave & only by
resurrection.
D. Time
1. Preparation day--Sabbath drew on.
a) Passover Sabbath--a high one.
b) Mallets to break bones so they
became splinters.
c) Coup de grace--spear in heart.
d) Slaughtered the Lord of the
Sabbath to keep it?
e) Spear hole so deep admitted
Thomas' hand.
2. Sabbath couldn't be the Lord's
day-- He in grave all of it.
3. After 3 PM Friday.

4.

never
how much can we
3. Rested
Last
b)

but

a new
, new hopes
on a new day.
7th day celebrated close
creation I s
now on
1st day will celebrate the
beginning of a new creation.
d) We have need of redemption-now shortly the means and the
power as Jesus' blood purchases
our Salvation.
Gal. 6: 14 "God forbide that I should glory, saVE
Pratt; KS -- 11/25/90

~

Rev. 1:18 'rI1 am he that Ii veth, ond was dead; and, b~
IV. Now we add Paul.
I
I Cor. 15:5-8 (Regd)
A. Never professes to be entire list.
1. Omits Emmaus Road.
2. Omi ts appearance to Women.
B. Look at Ii st •
1. ,Peter - no comfort in his disloyalty.
2. Twelve.
a.} But ~nly 11 ? or 10?
,
b.} ui'2" always the official recognition, irrespectH
of how many there.
'
i
c.) No mathemati ca I Ii st of exact no.
!

3 • .§.OD.
1:
a~) Highest evidence value still alive at th, is writin
' "
ask them!
b.}'lather die than lie - great value·to claim.
c.) Sleep.
(1) Death a deep.
'
",'
, '
(2) Cemetery - sleeping place. JIoftI...L ,,,
Acts 26:26,lIfortheki'ngknowet·:Rdf the;:things, ~
(3) Sleep comes at close of toi I; "After Iife,ls
fitful fever he sleeps'well~ II Shakespeare of
munlered Duncan.
(4) Sleep liberates from earth.
(5) Sleep followed by awokenihg. "David after he
haJSe'rved ~is own generatfOrlfe1I g sleep .11
4. 'JameS:.;
5. All of the Apostles - only in wide senSe of word 4,
'6. Last of all me.
' :

'"

a .) Not as infer; or •
b .) Sped a I appearance to one who deni ed hi m•
c .) Sh;ws Lord' to be tender. & mad fu I ~
d.) Paul last on list.
John 12: 3-5 "Then took Marya pound of 0; ntment of s
e.) Paul saw him & didn't expect to.
.
f.) Ahort; ve chi Id - pierce, tear - unti me Iy frui t.
g.) On fhe general view of life we can seldom feel:
that we are sufferi ng unmeri ted wrong. II Chas.
Gore.
h.) Yet in fellowship c good men!
IV. Let's go back to James.
A. Who was he?
1. Lord's 1/2 bro. - not cousin or step bro.
:
fylsa tt. 13: 55 "ls not thi s the carpenter I s son? is not hi ~
Gal. 1 :t9 "rut other of the apostles saw I none, save'
2. Not Son of "1 ebedee - dead at this time? (P.C.)
3. Not Son of A Iphaeus - never more than a name.
4. But the one who doubted.
M.,.grk ~i31-a,':There came then his brethren and his
.
3:21 nAnd when his friends heard of it, they we
J hn 7.·.... is brethren therefore said unto him, {leper
B. Same mes transformed.
J\S;~s 1: }4 "These a II conti nued wi th one accord in pr.
Acts 9:5 nAnd he said, Who art thou, Lord? And the
JtcIsl~;JJ nAnd after they had held their peace, J
~. 1.;2 nAnd when James, Cephas, and John, who
Acts 21:18 nAnd the day following Paul went in with
(lSI}. 1 ;l2.,..IIBut other of thelq"ostles saw I none, sa~
C. w~know nothing of the appearance - only Paul s
"--_~.~
~c_~
~
statement.
__

1. See Bro. to Bro.
2. Sweet confrontati on .
3. Never co lis se If bro. but rather ser vant of Chri st
D. Has there been the confrontati6n &~ you?
1 • Jesus went to those who had hurt Hi m.
2. He met them more than half way.

1-"~.
J.- ~. ~
...•

tJ-2.,...Il-

:''''\lNIoUI''~'~'~~3''/S''-'l
6.u,....

l. .r.tfIIll'D'IH... t".IlWAdul~J~"",)f...U-f ~

j

I.

A. It was better

B.
not have

II. But you
A.

was
my
the classrooms--even
B. The
they had a baptistry but you didn't
move.
C. What satisfaction did brick give to
your spirits--even as we drove to
see West End and feel it was airconditioned!! First one in town.
D. Years ago a delegation came to see
if I'd take all my time to build a BIG
Mexico City church. "No, I do not
subscribe to church house evangelism. "
E. What am I looking for?
1. I want to pray tonight and peacefully go to sleep.
2. I want to wake up in the morning
and say "may I live like Jesus?"

2.

and say.
as I

It
that
that

7.

better than

8.
III. It's a Friday afternoon in spring.
A. With three signs over his head, Jesus
has been crucified.
1. Six hours on that cross with seven
statements end with the Lord's
loud voice.
a) 9th hour, E'-Ii, E'-Ii, la'-ma
sa-bach'-tha-ni.
b) Call for EIijah?
c) Sponge, vinegar, reed, drank.
d) Cried again--second loud voice
yielded up his spirit - Matt., 27:
50.

Isa. 53:9

4.

)

.

5,

Mark
6.

dead.
clean
. Body
19:
linen. 100 lb. myrrh
38-40).
8. Laid in new tomb. rolled great
stone. - 9. Guard set and sealed on Saturday.
10. Mary Magdalene watched as well as
the other Mary.
11. The enemy feared the resurrection.
C. Now go to Sunday as it began to
dawn.
1. Mary Magdalene and other Mary
"came to see the sepulchre" - all
they could see as we visit graves.
2. Earthquake, angel as lightening
white as snow.

. Watchers

. 28:
Matt. 28:

ye:
seek Jesus.
not here,
as he
• Come
where the Lord

that

see
II

D.
I Pet.
I Cor. 15:14
I Cor. 15:20

Rom. 1:4
Matt. 28:18

should
hath not been
now hath
been
raised. "
to be the Son
with power."
II All authority hath been ...
I know not why God's
wondrous grace."
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end
C. Farmers
about the

, So

and wonder
end
Lord

the

see Peter's descI'iption 2 Peter 3: 9.
1. Verse 9 Promises fulfilled with
his timing.
2. Wants all saved--thus the delay.
3. Verse 10 will come.
4. What manner persons ought to be.
5. Verse 12 Looking for-- hasting
unto.
6. Verse 13
Nevertheless
7. Verse 14
Be diligent--found in
peace, without spot, blandless.
II. Paul describes it - I Cor. 15: 24.
1. Then comes the end.

A. He
1

2.

5,

rules and
6

a

B. His reign (even now) lasts
all
enemies under his feet.
1. His mission to redeem and rescueeven this ends.
2. Christians help via evangelism.
3. Jesus reigns in His church.
Dan. 2:44
4. End can't come til he abolishes
all rules and conquers all enemies.
C. Last enemy is death.
1. All that's an enemy of God to be
destroyed.
2. "Death is boundary line for sin"
(Lipscomb) .

back,

E.

subdued (He
do it), and
work~

I Thess 2: 12
2 Thess. 1: 5

Calls you unto,
Kingdom
you
suffer.
Inherit--wicked won It.

I Cor. 6: 9
Gal. 5:21
F. Son becomes subject to God who
earlier put all things under Him.
1. Delivers kingdom to the Father.
a) Work of redemption ends.
Ps. 110:1
b) Presents it like a victor.
c) Presents us faultless.
d) Nothing in the universe that's
not subject to Jesus.
2. Son subjects himself to the Father.
a) Gives back.
b) Surrenders power.

3.
4,

alive.
e) No destruction of death except
by resurrection.
f) Full glory without resurrection.
5. It's a reversal - God put all
things under Christ--now Christ
puts all things under God--who
is all in all.
Heritage CIC - 3/9/08

d.i-te.'.'l1 deliver up the K} and resent ~
. •. ' 1
p.

faultless.
- .
\.::2) !
e. Redpath reminds the price of deli verand
is submission to God.
f. To deliver could mean giving a person -like mage strate another ,for a trial.
g.Christ received a trust--He gives.it
~.

-

Matt.lS:lS"Verily I say unto you, Whatsq
h.He's
. done what was asked of him .
i. Kingdom means soverignty empire.
,M:a.tt. 3:2 'Ana saymg, Repent ye:tor the k!
j. He gives it to God as God--now Father I
oJ~n- -WuyerslH ruler of all. - - _
k. Goo will be supre~
.
. If"l tlltril¥ll bl¥e N down .all r.u~e~
~l.al\ltbority and power.. (v-24) "", . ' :
a.An l)pposed to c:r:-e·JbO'e f58Wer G't:OOdto
(
/ be destroyed.
h. "Why allow the ~vH"--he won'tf l wanf
to:~ where .he isn}t~
(l)We eliminatedisease-~God does all
evi1l
:
(2)AdilrthfltPMt ieritiS00 tb'e CtQi·e.t:@be
l ,Qelttro ed- -.(Imerpr.et§t.a; mb!e'
(
fiy ci vi Ii zation tbatrej~Ct$l~iUS dL.
9;.;P_down;;;rms,je;r iQQJleratfVa, ,liDU'$b,
I

IlttDJ; to itaJCbt.
(
",
d,.W'art~r '0" ses (jot! will ;.

e.

destroys

.'

enmi1l~.,ofhuru.ft;

fals .reli ion..

('. ed.

reiins-

' '.

,r:!bl

tJ~sus now
Matt. 3: 1HIn those days came John the B. p~
Phil. 2: 8 -9 H And being. found in fashion as ~
Heb.lO:12-13"But this man, after he had ol
(l)Reigns "til" - .
.
(2)He~
;
(3)"Co
e is there amid. alltodays
uQ.fiea vals.
.
~
i
(4)Fitting hel.continue 'til this is done.
I
Ps:2:6-IO"V\l\t have I set my king 'upon ~
Ps.llO:l"The Lord said unto my Lord,~
Matt. 22:44-4S"The Lord said unto my Ii
g. Last enemy is death. . . '
i
(I)1Us 'resurrection triumph over death.!
!
(2)Death a tyrant to be· subdued. '.
~3)Deatbic was once a sword that pierced t· ,
heart. It's now: blunted. It.iWottnds but
does not de stt oy .
(4)We die and pass over into life.
. (S)No. more will e.verdie .
. h. Nothina; not\l1§imr\esu$ e~c$ Qo,!:

a

ex~eptedft9v - 27l. '. ." . . . . '."
(l)WQIIlgU't YQu ljke tQ be QRkis side?
'A\wj·lt,be;Q iU Willi IP ,dJ be$I~W.le¢ lUlto

. Ht{e I s

j

•

,fIj;rliltwrshallthe'Son also him,§@U~1

ttLdJsct bz: r 2&)'

«

I

..a.Tofl,ll1y:unJ1ler'Stan(itl:J;e Godhea«, its
functions and ~ts a,U()Catipns p:f~nt. and
ifMt~ureQf '.
is ,not inine"tofuHy gra·.
tl.

'

. iii

su~ued--

\(

'.
\.

r

C. Christ~ ve~

up tneditorial power -I"i\

J

I

ke~s ail the rest Millways )ias- -c;v
Ji.eaven doesp it need redemption - -thIS i
.1
· oyer.r
wor k IS
!
d. He doesn't cease to be effective for wha~
H~ tilmlhL yOU. you alWays retalP.
1.
e. The humanity of Christ gives way to hisl
full divinity and I see Him as He is!
I
VI. The End Comes- -I Know Not When --I Knowl
It Shall Be A s I Have Told You.
I
A. God said it would.
I
B. How do you stand in it?
~~e,J-7fol.7

~~) ~.-113A"I
~~~-~.

\.

BAPTISM FOR THE DEAD
I Cor. 15:29
I. Of.the many passages that puzzle this has been
one I')f ..,. top ones.
A. 30 different views have been cited.
B. Ithos been misused and created a whole
section of religious error.
C. It is no new thing that puzzles - Tertullian
mentions it as far,~kas 2nd century.
D. It is mentioned only here - and
one
utteronce establishes Bible truth , I wonder
shoulcd we build a whole practice orfone
thing (i.e. Acts 20:7 excluded) and certainly
not if what we construct conttadicts with
volumes stqted elsewhere!
II. We want to appr-OCJ.chi t by:
A. Wh,o.t ,ar.e ~9me gramrnqti Cal faCts about it?
8. What dO~s,it not'mean' " L . .
C • What 'I~ieoliy does it m~(ln, f'~min;ng some
basicyiewst
,\.,
III. Some G;r~unmgti Ca I Facts.
.:
A. Word "~'eyll is used 7X in 1 Cor., 15 - always
refers to dead. \
B. "Huper II meons in beholf or aCcount of not as
a representati veof •
'.
C. IIThey" refer~ to "some omong YOu I I . (v-12)
, These den; ed the ·resurrect; on (Log; Cal to ask
such why be boptized?"). '.

"'0

not
no

1 • Joseph Smi th I

man
as
for his relatives ••• we may be baptized for
them whom we have much friendship for. If
2. Mormon genealogies kept.
.
B. Can't practice substitute baptism.
C. Baptism to be vdli d must be preceded by
faith & repentance.
V. What does it mean?
A. We are baptized because of the influence of
the dead. (Son is baptized 10 years after the
death of his righteous mother). We reca,11 thus
the teaching of an influence permanently
departed.

are baptized on account
the
resurrecti on of the dead.
6. A II buried with Christ declare they believe.
in the resurrection.
7. If Christ did not rise it is meaningless to be
baptized.
8. Benefits of baptism are also for next life.
(We stlll get si ck & go broke here - even
after baptism).
E. Some concludi ng thoughts.
1. Relative to resurrection - ii's like IIlf Tom .
prefers a Chevy why does he drive a Ford? II
2. Sprinkling or pouring destroys the argument.1

4.

r

3. Episcopal bl$hop said the "'Resurrection was:
Q tr1:ck with boneS 1t - w~ need neither to
believe in.it Or Virgin 'Birth.
100+ Class - 2/17/85'
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MY LAST
. 15:51-58
Homer

L

A. Uncle Homer

he wanted the
B. Aunt Lula

C.

II.

1 Cor. 15:51-58 "Behold I show you"
III. From This Text We Learn:
A. The projected even is worth our
serious
attention--"Behold".
-=~
"~~-~
1. "Listen" attention demanded.
2. Return of Christ described from the
view of the Christian on earth.
3. N~uook, now~~er.
4. N T~1!e~~19~~~1:H~nCh!,j§_L~wilLclID1e .'
5. This is a little like your mother
calling your double name--John
Henry!
B. I'll tell you a secret--"show you a
mystery. "
-~1. Denotes a_~:tlfl~Jln~Qy£x£d·

~Q~!:Lfr~di!ln~~elatiQn.

2.
3.
others
) Tertullian

Change must be dis-

assocTateaTrom~-nr~~J:dea_J)I~~~~~~~

d~~~f~~tiQ!i--Q.~~.JB~~j)ne~thing ,
de~t~p.~tiQXLliLf!llQthe.x~. "
c) It is to receive an additional

~~""-~~----~ qi!aIHi-rfdfa~2f~~§ifi~~~~~lor~_.
l-!gk~"ee~L~~hw1y_j!!!!~!~"~~tiQn -se~d""_~OrlL~_"~ULJ;l£g§l!~tJ!;tok
alik~~~Lt~sam~L_thing .

D. Qyl£1sly Comes the Change: !!!Q.l!!~!!t,
t"Yl!lk1l!!g of eye, la,§U~.
1. Moment

_~_.~"~f.'-r-Lit. ~hat _~~hi<?~~~~l!!l91J,}.e~~u1.

AimIL_.c.Qill~!:Lirom this.
c) Fla,ah, instant of time so short

b)

canUQiJ)e_"I~~~~!x"""Q!YI<I~d"::j3plit
second (is that a proper
"diversion"? )

takes

2.

3.
command,
Exo, 19:16

E.
& demerits like at
camp.
2. Lord ever used H.
Ps. 47:5 "God is gone up with a shout;the Lord w.
Rev. 11: 15 "And the 7th angel sounded"
3. And the dead shall be raised.
a)-Those-deafhhoIdS-captlve,
released.
b) Dead hear the trumpet & raised
incorr~ptibre:~~·~~~~-~~~

(l)"Doesn't speculate on w:hen
change occurs.
(2) Heb. 2: 15--through fear of
death Satan holds men
captive.
(3) change. ne.. c. essary as the
per:i§li:rumr:~rinherit the
imREtl'jsqable.

4,

Must be away

know it.
5. Mortal puts on immortality.
a) Note "~lUm".
b) Just then & not before.
c) Introduces a saying.
F. The Saying
Isa. 25:8
1. ij,eath SwallQw lLp.
a) We look back & taunt death
because it's lost its power.
b) When the glorious body is
resurrected that will be the
end of death & the grave.

2.

f) Sting
Hosea 13:44
g) Sting--Sin; strength law.
(1) Sin will disappear.
(2) Sm~~ofevi1in
the~esence of thegoOd,

it is thafW1ilcnconsW:utes
sin~~lDOdSJ-·~·-.~.-

(3 ) ifnQ.~tL1h~]'e' d be no death.
(4) Law no longer necessary:
(5) Without law sin is not
preceived.
(6) Law _giyen at sound of
trumpet--so-rrnal
J1l~dgement
to JlS.
~-~.~~~.~~~.~~~~

6.

Now
A.
B.

c.
1. Fixed
2. U~ak~abl~Lj)urpose.
3. Steadfast to conviction.

D.

~.ahlEil_

1. Incapable of being moved when
assaulted by persecution, suffering.
2. Do not yield to temptation.
3. Not shaken by false teachers.
E.A~~~"~
1. Apply ourselves fully.

2. Ever doing His work.
F. Not in Vain in the Lord.
1. Wilat1eadSl:i.StOVictory is now
going on--He gives.
f';g~~1
2. W~,~t perish.
3. We_~Qe rewarded.
4. WOl'kis notvafn, voided, futile~,
thr:Q;ll~i~tde ;:~IQl:iQjJ~~ll~~-~'~~'~

I f?1I,

~NJ rftJ'JrrJu~11J
,,/'

J

may not be
shows
here: what
storms?
may
A What rescue
so tell
B. We are not the same
nor
C But what
D

another--

Was
1. Death of a loved one.
2. Betrayed by a trusted one.
3. Was it an hour of weakness--David

seeing Bathsheba--that shook you?
4. What specifically from the Lord,
was it that gave shelter in the

time of storm?
II. If you have not been sorely tested. you

will be.
A. Tell me where to turn.
B. Describe for me a safe port.
C. Give me reasons to survive.
III. The shelter til the storm passes over.

A. The most revolutionary thing Jesus
taught was the resurrection from the
dead.

3
I Cor.
I Cor. 15:5

I Cor 15:12
I Cor 15 14
I Cor. 15:15
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

he was seen
12, 500 brethren

have
God
he raised
Cor.
:17
"And if Christ not be raised"
Cor. 15:20
"But now Christ is risen"
Cor. 15:22
"Even so in Christ shall all be
made alive."
Cor. 15:25-26
"For he must reign, till he
hath put all enemies under
his feet."
Cor. 15:32
"What advantageth it me if the
dead rise not?"
Cor. 15:51
"Behold, I shew you a mystery"
Cor 15:57
"But thanks be to God which
giveth us the victory through
our Lord Jesus Christ."

~.

5. What victory?
a) Over death
1 Cor. 51:21
Jn 5:28-29

"Marvel not at this for hour
is coming"
"For if we believe that Jesus
1 Thess. 4:14
died and rose again"
b) Over sin
Mark 16: 15-16
c) Over the world
1 Jn 5: 4
"For whosoever is born of God
overcometh the world"
d) Our self
Phil. 4: 13
"I can do all things through
Christ"
e) Over Satan
1 Pet. 5: 8
"Be sover, be vigilant because
your adversary the devil, as a
roaring lion, walketh about,
seeking whom he may devour."
6. Lives changed!
a) Paul from persecutor to
preacher, apostle.
b) Corinthians from homo, robber,
fornicator to people of God.
c) Christianity--a new movement.
d) Athens redecided--two new
destinies for them.
Pantheon: Anastasis, i. e.
resurrection and Jesus

(trNr8)

f

I

to
58

words:
• my beloved
brethren. be ywe
the Lord.
forasmuch as ye know that
your labour is not in vain in
the Lord."

__

b) Stick to it.
c) Great business d)

~ij~~~.

e) Not turning from

~.~%~~lf'Ek
~s.

th~~J~Jp.~~

f) AS\\,#~~ii1£~~"f~liffr~{ff)\'tl'Ri~g
\Y~!
,,'- ""';'"'_"_

a)

*

"~:rx:;}>-",t-~

F_IiW)lli(('~;~aIi_~

b) Not turned
N

a

is
condemnation to
in Christ Jesus."
d)

a

~:::::;~:~l:h:avethis

~;

8~"~~2!,"~"~{~;g,!':!",,

'~T~
) To be
, .
" ~hg
) ~,~~~, hardship
) Suffering
labors fail
financial enterprises fail.
b) Successful--non-failing
c) Not empty :lI)UIIlt'f1c
d)
matters
I'IIf" In
e)
deny resurrection

"l

1

ctc --

8 5

·...9
t;
...........
1.
s cle~r.
"
iiIJiIL 2. Not like civil Service}_taal.
II. How Many Know & Obey - -is this not
primary obedience & faithful continuance. '
.A. Face these facts
1. Item #1 - Pulpit Workshop.
2. Ill. Medical Journal.
3. Catholic Figures - The Christian.
4. Baptist Figures - Pathway.
5. Church Bldg. Cost - Gatewood~

.4%
B.

C.

Others or none
~7 .5~%
Total
100.0%
Translated back
people, these figures mean that:
1, 29 people in every 100 as an average thrj111ghout t world know about God and believe
in
to at least some degree.
2. 71 people in every 100 do not believe
God,
3, Many of those 71 have never even
of Him, much less of His Son or the gospeL
4. And how many of the 29 are not following Him as they should?
In some areas of the world, the percentage of people who do not know God is much higher
than
~ ...

"""Wl~"'MA~IARf}\fHX'·
I

.

.

I CDr. 16:22-24
I. There's nb derying it - Christianity is exclusive,
demandill9 dtid selective. If we seek fDr a blanket
cDverag~~ a ,!jiD line drawn philDsDphy I a nebulDus .
view - itwlH nDt be fDundin Christ.
A. The N~W Year is a GDod Time to Reassess.
B. I CDr. 16:22-24 puts it in clear fDCUS.
II If any manlDve nDt the Lord Jesus Christ I
let him
II. May I discuss these hD I y demands •
I A. love Jesus Dr be Anathema.
1. The essential matter Df the Christian religiDn is
IDve Jesus.
.
a.) WDrd is phileD.
b .) Need to show SDme Dutward affectiDn fDr the
lord.
c .) Word is no, t agape.
d.'} Grants (lJreater show Df emDtion; .agapE: ~,.t_
ShDW of R~verence. .
.
2. Weca~telJ whether we lov.e Jesu5o,r. nD~ - It;·,
discernible.···'
3. Why nDt lo~.e Him?
a.) Per{~t mDra lity •
b.) InfinitE: cDmpas~iDn.
.... 1
;
l~.) No, evil ever done, thus nothing to, hindet love
d.) Liyed fDr men.
. ~,
e.) Died i'9. Redeem Man.
. .
Phil. 2.:8 "Becq';'e Dbedient urytDdeath,even the dec
..' 4. Am I growing daily mD~e like him?'
,hil. 2:7 "TDok'upon him the fDrm Df a servant,. (I·nG \
I

'1

\.

you.
In.
"He that
from
is
b.) Those who doubt Jesus wi II not escape
c.) If a man doesn!t love Jesus/ no
d.)
are accused
not loving - not

I

&

c

be c you all in Christ Jesus.
laves them.
Ie church to
all he preached.
I
not having

\.

I
I

L.

~,

